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The ground state potential energy surfaces of the van der Waals complex, argon-

ammonia, are computed for intracomplex rotation and inversion of the ammonia molecule.

Every surface is given analytically in the form of a spherical harmonic expansion through

I = 7 , where the expansion coefficients are expressed in terms of the Eulerian angles of

ammonia which describe the orientation of the molecule relative to the atom Ar. The

barrier to threefold internal rotation of ammonia is about 26.63 cm-t. The potential is

applied to the calculation of intracomplex rotation spectra.
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The compl ex Ar - NH, is an interesting complex and a good model system for

experimental and theoretical investigation. It is not only a prototype of weak bonding of

ammonia, but it is also true that the ammonia nearly undergoes free rotation and

inversion. Therefore it is an ideal model for developing theoretical methods for treating

several large amplitude motions.

To investigate and understand thermodynamic and kinetic properties of the

complex Ar-NH, for example, the interpretation of the rovibrational spectr4 transport

properties, etc., the first and most important task is to get the detailed potential energy

surfaces of the complex. The potential interaction enerry should be expressed as a

function of coordinates that describe every possible configuration of the complex. Some

potential surfaces are obtained by ab initio calculation and from spectroscopic data.r'2

Howeveq all of these potentials are not suitable for describing large amplitude motion of

the complex. In this thesis a potential form is proposed to investigate the large

amplitude motions: intracomplex rotation and intracomplex inversion; strictly speaking,

the motions are the large amplitude vibrations. The potential surface is given anal¡ically

in the form of a spherical harmonic expansion through I = 7, where the expansion

coefficients are expressed in terms of the Eulerian angles of ammonia which describe the

orientation of the molecule relative to the atom Ar. The N - H bond distance for the

potential surface is kept constant since the frequency of the N - H bond vibration is

much higher than rotational and version frequency of ammonia. From the potential, the

barrier to internal rotation of ammonia is about 26.63 cm-t by calculation, the calculated

barrier is consistent with the barrier obtained by experiments.

The potential is used to investigate the large amplitude motions of the complex:

the intracomplex rotation and intracomplex inversion. It is shown by the potential that

1. INTRODUCTION



the interaction between ammonia and argon is very weak, the ammonia undergoes almost

free rotation and inversion. Hence the motions of the intracomplex rotation and

intracomplex inversion are treated as if the molecule ammonia undergoes rotation and

inversion in the potential field imposed by argon atom. For the intracomplex rotational

spectra of the complex, they are obtained by three steps: first step, the f¡ee ammonia

molecular rotational spectra are obtained by the traditional method3 ; second step, the

influence of the ammonia inversion to the free ammonia molecular rotational spectra is

calculated by the method suggested by Dr. R. Wallaceo , every single free ammonia

rotational spectroscopic line is split into a pair; third step, the influence of the interaction

between ammonia and argon is calculated by perturbation theory, the complicated

intracomplex rotation spectra are obtained.

2. HAMTLTONIAN Ê(p,0,7) OF AMMONTA rN The COMPLEX

For any system if we know its rotational Hamiltonian, then we can calculate the

rotation energy levels and understand the rotation spectra. t However, the complex is

not a rigid rotation system since there exists large amplitude intracomplex rotation and

inversion; in order to deal with this system, we use a model Hamiltonian derived by

Wallacea which provides a good description of inversion-rotational motion in vø, in

terms of a single internal variable which is the polar angle of three equivalent symmetric

Jacobi vectors which are themselves derived from three bond vectors.

In order to form the quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian operator, we establish the

two coordinate systems shown in Fig.2. 1. one is the complex-fixed axes X, Y, and Z;

the other is the ammonia molecule-fixed axes a, b, c; and their origins O are all at the

mass center of molecule. OZ axis is along the vector R from the i/ atom to the Ar



Ar

7

Figure 2. I The Eulerian angles. X. Y , and, Z is the complex-fixed axes; 4 b, c is the

ammonia molecule-fixed axes; and their origins O(which is overlapped by N) are all at

the mass center of mole.cule. OZ axis is along the vector R from the l/ atom to the

Ar alom', Oc is along the 3-fold rotation axis of the ammonia molecule; the d refers

to the angle between OZ and Oc, and is the angle of rotation about ON( which is the

line of intersection of between the planes XY and ab); the p angle of rotation about

OZ;tJlre 7is the angle of rotation about Oc axis.



Figure 2.2 The relationship between alternative descriptions of inversion W and lt

on ammonia molecule.



atom; Oc is along the 3-fold rotation axis of the ammonia molecule; the d refers to the

angle betweenOZ and Oc, and is the angle of rotation about ON( which is the line of
intersection of between the planes XY and ab); p is the angle of rotation about OZ; ;is
the angle of rotation about Oc axis.

It is assuming that the Hamiltonian of the complex system depends on the

conformation ofthe molecule ammonia described by the angle y as shown nEig.2.2.

For convenience, choose the variable p instead of ry to speci$ the conformation of the

molecule ammonia. The relationship between p and of ¡4 is shown inFig.2.Z. Hence

the Hamiltonian the complex system is written as

Ê* = t.* *î-, *io +îro_-, +v(R,p,e,r)

4,, is only umbrella motion because the i/ -,F/ bond distance is assumed constant.

Group it as

Ê* = Êr +Êt

in which Ê, = îr, + V(& !r,O,x), Ê, = îo,* * î. * îro--,

Van der Waals interaction is a long range interaction and calculations shown in

Fig.2.3 under different distances between Ar and atom ^ly' from 1.0 to 30.0 atomic units

(2t)

(2.2)



PF(r).cm

Figure 2.3 The ammonia - lr potential change with respect to the distance

between ammonia and Ar .

show that the interaction energy is so small from Bulski et al.'6 ab initio calculations of

lr -ammonia potential surfäces that we need only consider ammonia rotation being

perturbed. Hence it is reasonable to only consider intracomplex rotation of ammonia

under the interaction imposedby Ar and neglect the overall rotation of the complex.

For example, the symmetric top of ammonia is rotating and inverting in the potential field

05101520

ruohr I

imposed by Ar and its complex Hamiltonian Ê, is expressed as

n, = i(n)*î(p,0,2) +V(R,/r,0,I) = Ê^ + Ê(p,e,z)

V (R, p, 0, l) = V(R) + V^*, (p, 0, t)

È (p, o, z) = î 0r, o, l) + 4,,", (p, o, l)
in which îQt,e,X) is free ammonia rotation energy operator, Vrn*,(7r,0,7) isthe internal

potential of ammonia itself plus the potential imposed on ammoni aby Ar. tì1p,e,1¡ it

Hamiltonian of ammonia in the complex. \ilhat we do now is to find the kinetic energy

operator and anal¡ical potential form.

(2.3 )

(2.4)

(2.s )



Since the ammonia is not a rigid rotor, it is difficult to establish a kinetic energy

operator. We use the model Hamiltonian established by Wallaceo for the free ammonia

system.

The basis for this model Hamiltonian arises from consideration of the metric

properties of the configuration space. By taking account of coordinate scaling, in

general5

3. KINETIC ENERGY OPERATOR î(pr"e,1)

î=-L't,
2

The kinetic energy operator T for free ammonia expressed by V/allaceo in terms of the

polar angle pas shown inFig.Z.Z becomes

r = -+l:å . É'å] +{+ #. ål'"' u -'"u(, .*,' u 
. +., "",;]å}

.å[#r*rr[Ê' - Ê;] . ¡i"o* )

ç[(*)' .(#)'] #'#[(*)' .(*)']

e=z-;(e, +e'+e')

As for the intracomplex rotation, the inversion of ammonia has much stronger

effect on intrarotation than other movements like ammonia stretching. Therefore what is

useful to us is the part of the Hamiltonian which is the rotation-inversion energy operator

separated from that of Q-stretching,

7

( 3.1 )

(3.2a)

(3.2b)



H(p,o,x) = åt[-[#)' -.,u,** î* *,r(u,e,r)]

in which

F(p) = cor ¡r -'* r"(, . "h 
. #. r r" rl

'^=#(:*hlþ'-Þ21.,#e)

lVe have separated the inversion-rotation movements from other movements;

hence what we are looking for is the potential V(p,0,26) which is only a function of

inversion and rotation. Since the interaction between Ar and ammonia is much weaker

than other interactions, we divide V(t,O,X) into two parts.

(3.3 )

4. POTENTIAL v0r,0,x)

(3.4 )

(3.s)

The first part of the potential is the pure molecular inversion potential which only

depends on the vanable pa

Vi,u"oion(p) = 
"o 

+c, cos2p+c, cos4p+c, cos6p+co cosSp (4.2)

in whiCh co =3950, 1 = 5054, cz =3549, c¡ = 558.6, ca =89.46

The intermolecular potential between Ar and ammonia V,n,",(m,q,c) is not only

crucial to us but also the key to the interpretation of the phenomena related to the

complex, such as microwave spectr4 etc.. Some analytical forms of potential energy

8

V (P, 0, I) = Vi*"oion @) + V *^øu (p, 0, l) (4.1 )



surfäces have been obtained by ab initio calculation or fit of spectral data. One of them

is derived from examining the lowest few rotation-inversion states of free NH, and

fitting the spectroscopic data.t'z Another potential energy form is worked out with the

aid of ab initio calculations by Bulski. u However none of these potentials fit our

problem because they present their calculation results within a limited range of the

inversion. We have to look for an appropriate interaction potential for large amplitude

motion.

Clearly the interaction energy of the Ar atom and ammonia molecule depends on

the angles 0, 7, and a vector R pointing from the N atom to the Ar atom as well as the

inversion angle p. In a range of R around the potential minimum of the Ar - NH,

complex, the potential is only weakly dependent upon R. Therefore it is reasonable that

the potential is expressed as

z.o*pl"r ( lt' o' l)

Due to the reflection symmetry in the x - z plane, no sine type harmonic functions

appear in this expansion. In addition, only the terms with cosm7, z = 0(mod 3),

contribute to the interaction energy because of the three fold symmetry of ammonia. We

take the form ofpotential as6

I

I-t I
I m= _:t.Q)Yi@,r)

V*.o,o(F' 0' l)
7t

=ZZ,@r,.+ D,.,-cos(p)+ Dr.,-cos(zp)* Dr,,-cos(3¡t)+ Do.,-cofap))q-(e)cos(mx)
l=O 3m=O

(4s)

The coefficients of Dn.,^ are obtained by computations using Guassian program and

shown in table 4.1.

V--ptu(p, 0, r) = I I u,.(/t)p,- (O)cos ( my )

(4.3 )

(4.4)



I

0

m(mods)

I

Table 4.1 The Coeflicients of D,,,^

0

2

D[(cm-')

-.'

0

0

-14.5348

n'nþm-t)

4

0

0.9634

J

,9.9776

0.01800

Diþm-')

5

0

31.8410

1.0684

J

0.0342

1.5200

-2.1320

D[(cm-')

25.04t7

0

-13.9827

-0.2627

6

-t

0.6687

0.0441

-4.0808

0.00210

0

0.1564

0.0340

-0.4825
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The potentiulf"o*plr*(p,0,0) =Vl is shown in Fig.4.l

V1.cm

Fig. 4.1 shows that the potential surface under the conformations both

(p = 0,0 = 0,1= 0) and (p = o,0 = n,I= 0), the potentials are at a maximum since the

three hydrogen atoms are closest to Ar; under the conformations (p = o ,0 = 0,2 = 0)

and,(p= 0,0= T,I= 0), the potentials are ata minimum since the three hydrogen atoms

are farthest away from the Ar atom.

Figure 4.1 The contour plot of the potential V *^ru, (p ,0,O) = V I

in which the x axis is p and the y axis is d.

II



The potent ial V 
",*^(*, 

t,î) = V 2 isshown in Fig.4.2

V2.cm

When the variable 7 changesfrom 0 ,o 
;,the 

shape of the potential surface is changed.

However, the conformations of maximum and minimum potential surfaces do not

change: the conformations of maximum potential surfaces are both (p = 0,0 = 0, r = 0)

and' (p = ,r,0 = fr,1 = O),and the conformations of minimum potentials are both

(p= o ,0=0,1= 0) and (p=0,0= n,l=O).

Figure 4.2 Thecontour plot of the potenrial Z . ( o,0,o\ =vz
comptex \ 2 )

in which the .x axis is p and the y axis is d.

L2



The potentiall/-*^(p,0,f) =V5 is shown in Fig.4.3.

V5cm

Fig. 4.3 shows that the potential V *o(lt,o,7) is independent of the variable 7. The

conformations of the maximum and minimum potential surfaces are (p - 0 , e= o,l)
and (p= 7r,0= 0,7), respectively, because under the conformation (p = g ,0= 0,I),

the three hydrogen atoms are closest to Ar; under the conformation (p = zt,0= 0,7),

the three hydrogen atoms are farthest away from the Ar atom.

Figure 4.3 The contour plot of the potential Z (p,0, f) = f S
comptex

in which the X axis is p and the y axis is 7.
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The potent iur r-*^(o,î,r)=V 6 isshown inÏig.4.4.

Fig.4.4 shows that when 0= z,thepotential surface has three maximum and minimum

points. The conformations of the th¡ee maximum potential points ur" (o = î , , = i ,o),

(o= î,t=;,+)-a (r = î,r=;,+)since under these conrormations one or

the three hydrogen atoms is closest to Ar. The conformations of the three minimum

potentiar points u," (o = î,, = ;,:), (o = î, t = ;,+) u a (a = î,, = ;,+)
since under these conformations one of the three hydrogen atoms is farthest away from

the Ar atom.

( o \
Figure 4.4 The contour plot of the potential Z I p,:,2 I =Ve

comprex \ 2 )

in which the .I axis is p and the y axis is 7.
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The potentialV*^(p,o,f) =V7 isshown in Fig.4.5

V7.cm

in which the .I axis is p and the y axis is 7.

Fig. 4.5 shows that the potential V,.*-(o, o,7) is independent of the variable 7 . The

conformation of the maximum is (p = fi ,0 = n,7) sinceunder the conformation

(p = o ,0 = o,l) the three hydrogen atoms are closest to Ar; and that of the minimum

potential surfaceis (p= g ,0= o,I) sinceunderthe conformation(p= 0 , 0= r,l)

the th¡ee hydrogen atoms are farthest away from the Ar atom.

Figure 4.5 The contour plot of the potential Z (p, n, I) = V I
?mplex
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The potentialV*(0.2,e,7) -VB,the X axis is 0 andthe y axis is 7, is

shown in Fig.4.6

V&cm

Fig. 4.6 shows that the potential V_*^(0.2,0,7) is slightly dependent on the vanable 7

and,thev ( o , e,f)is shown nïig.4.1. The conformation of the maximum is-*. \.

(p = O.Z, 0 = 0, I) since under the conform ation (p = 0.2, 0 = 0, I) the three

hydrogen atoms are closest to Ar; and that ofthe minimum potential surface is

(p = O.Z ,0= o,I) since under the conformation (p = 0.2 ,0= ,,I) the three

hydrogen atoms are farthest away from the Ar .

Figure 4.6 The contour plot of the potentiat Z (0, 0, I) = VB
tmplex

in which the .X axis is d and the y axis is 7.
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Figure 4.7 The potential change with respect to the angle d

when the conformation t (r = o.z ,e,z = !)

The potent ialV-.*^(;,t,r)=V9 isshown in Fig.4.8

oÐ
OÐ
o@

(o \
Figure4.8 Thecontourplotof thepotential Z I -,0,I l=V9comptex\Z )

in which the .X axis is d and the y axis is 7.
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Fig.4.8 shows that the potential surface of v*o(;,t,òhas three maximum and

minimum points. The conformations ofthe three maximum potential points are

(* = î, t = î,r), (o = î, t = ;,+)*o (, = î,, = ; +)since 
under these

conformations one of the three hydrogen atoms is closest to Ar. The conformations of
the three minimum potentiat points *" (o = î,, = ;,:), (o = î, e = |,!) ^"a

(o= î,t=;,+)since under these conformations one of the three hydrogen atoms is

farthest away from the Ar atom.

The potentialV,*^(o,0,I) =Vl0 is shown in Fig.4.9

Vl0cm

Fig. a.9 shows that the potential V,*^(r,0,7) is slightly dependent on the vanable 7.

The conformation of the maximum is (p = 6 ,0= o,I) since under the conformation

(p = O ,0 = Ll) the three hydrogen atoms are closest to Ar; and that of the minimum

potential surface is (p = 9, 0= 0,1)since underthe conformation (p = 9, 0 = 0,I)

the th¡ee hydrogen atoms are farthest away from the Ar .

l8

Figure 4.9 The contourplot ofthe potential Z (o,0,f) = VIO
complex

in which the X axis is d and the y axis is 7.



From the previous discussion, the Hamiltonian of internal complex motion is

written as

H,(p,J,K)= Hi(p,J,K)+V"o-ptu (5.1)

H!(n,r,K) =+l-#- r@)fi+i, .,;Tõltr t *r¡ - rc,1* nfu-¡rl+v,*o,@)

(s.2)

in which 1Y.,"-,".ltt lv*.0,",1. Una.r the influence of inversion potential V**,oo, the

vibrational levels are drawn together in pairs. At the same time the vibrational energy

Ievels are also dependent on rotational quantum numbers J and K. a From the

Hamiltonian we see that the interaction energy potential V"o.pr"* also has influence on the

vibrational energy levels; however, since ly.*-¡o,l >> 
lv""*0,",1, its influence can be

neglected when calculating inversion eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. v*.pr"* is

considered as a perturbation to inversion.

5. IT\IVERSION ENERGY LEVELS

6. INTRACOMPLEX ROTATION BNERGY LEVELS

6.1 Free Rotation Energy Levels of Ammonia

If we neglect the interaction potential imposed by Ar, the rotation of the

ammonia in the complex is a free rotor.

õ2¡^2 P: t(zp'-p| Þ: Iîro -t 
-tz

-=R = ---:-:--....- =n 2Io zI" ze'l3l+cos2p'3sin'p)

If .r. and I" aÍe constants, then

nll xu) = EoRl rKÀ,t)= Pt{9: K' . Lft ,* ( 6 .z )
l- 21" 21" )
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inwhichJ=0,......,K=-J,-J*1,......,J-l,J;M=-J,-J+1,......,J-l,J.Itis
clear that the rotational energy depends only on J and lrl; hence the degeneracy of their

energy levels is 2J + l-fold.

Since eigenfunctions of a symmetric top are eigenfunctions of i and Þr,they

have the form 
ê

*o'r'"iK."iMe

The theta factor G can be obtained by direct solution. T

into Eq.( 6.1 ), we get

dzc ^dG (M-Kcoso)z_+cot e___
do2 de sin2 d

where

2IE2 I "Ec =-#- o K'h"I

By the substitution

I

r(e) = gin q, G(o).

it can be obtained

+-l<'-it('.!i). 
*'-"**"tf, 

= -( u"*r,*1lr (67 )dtIav 
¡ 

srn'a j ," 4)

This differential equation has been solved by BurkhardT and the exact anal¡ical

G =-EcG

(63)

Putting these eigenfunctions

solutionsforK=J are

I (zl *z)t Ì '-u*! A t+u+!Yr*(O)=l '- -'' I sin t acos 2 e
l(J-M+t)l(J+M+r)t) 2

r [ (2J +2)l lI . '-u'L g L+u+!
G^r(o)=- , l-l sin tacos ,0

sin; eLQ-M+r)l(J+M+L)ll 2

(6.4 )

(6s)

(6.6)

(6.8)

(6.e)
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For K * "I solutions can be found using the recursion formula

(K+r)cotd- ' * o

G.,or(o)=

From the above recursion formul4 we can get any anal¡ical rotational eigenfirnction of

quantum number J, K, M.

Since the inversion of the molecule also has an effect on the rotational energy

Ievel; we compute the rotational energies by replacing p-dependent items in the

rotational Hamiltonian by their expectation values, yielding

[("r+r+r)("r-r+r)]ã

ú4G.,*uu@)

r h2 2l I \,_\
21. zQ' 3\t*.o.t p/

We notice that under specific J and K the expectation values depend on the symmetry of

the eigenfunctions of inversion and not on the energy levels of eigenfünctions. This

means that as the inversion is introduced, every degenerate rotation level is split into two

levels. Hence the rotation energy levels are

¿i (¿ r) = # [; 
(t*" 

),r,..o., *,f"'*'r 
- "' ] 

* (#t),", 
^.,,, *,*')

( 6.11 )

t) 1t' x¡ = +(: (*),r,..,., 
^,1' 

Q + t) - K'1 f.- (#t), 
r r.,., ",*')

(6.r2)

in which

H)(p,J,K){r(r,p,J,K) = Enr(n,J,K),/r(r,t,J,K) (6.13 )

H)(p,J,K){nØ,p,J,K)= EI(n,J,K)r¡f(n,p,J,K) (6.t4)

( 6.10 )

I h'I t \_=_l_l
zI, zg'\s"in' pf

2l



6.2 Intrecomplex Rotation Levels of Ammonia

If we consider the rotation of ammonia in the complex under the influence ofthe

interaction potential between Ar and ammoni4 the rotation Hamiltonian of the ammonia

is

H*(p,O,X) = Hl(fr,O,X) + V-*,"*(F,0,I) ( 6.15 )

HÅ(p.',Ð=#erh¡a-o:1.firl:) (6,6)

Under the influence of inversion the Hamiltonian becomes

Hi (e, t, q) = Hl (0, x,.p) + Vl*u. (0, 2¿) ( 6.t7 )

in which the rotation operator's p vanable is substituted by its expectation value on

ammonia's s¡rmmetrical inversion fu nctions, i. e.

n!(e,r,p)=(H|(p,o,r,e)),tu*.,^t ( 6.18 )

vå*0".(0,r() = (v**,".(u,0,x))*",n,¡r.J,K) ( 6.19 )

Hence we can calculate rotation eigenvalues and eigenfunctions as follows

n'^(o,z,e)ly r(J,K,M)l=Er(J,K,M)lvre,K,u)) f 6.20)

Es(J,K,It)= ø!(¡,x)+t!)1t,x,u¡ (6.21)

in which

H3(e,x,e)lv!(r,*,¡,r))=E3(lK|ry!(r,x,vr)) (6.22)

lv3(r,r,u))= tlo"*(0)e*,.''* (6.23)

For antisymmetric inversion eigenfunctions, in the same manner, we get

Hå(0,x,q) = HI(0, x,e)+ Vå-'.*(0,Í,q) (6.24)

n)(e, z,r)= (u'(p,e, z,p)),l6.p.tx) ( 6.25 )
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v,1,-(e,Í,o) = (v-*,".(u,0,Í))*l(n.¡r.r,r) (6.26)

nî(e,z,e)ly 
^(J,K,M)) 

= Ene,K,¡,t)lv n],x,tl¡) f 6.27 )

EÁ(J,K,M)=t)(¡,x)+r!)1t,x,tt'r¡ ( 6.28 )

n)(e,2,ù1,fi1t,x,u¡)= r)1t.x¡lv'^{t,x,u¡) ( 6.2s)

lw){t,x,t,t))=*or*r0)e'Kz"aøe ( 6.30 )

It is easy to calculate n! 1t,x¡ and E:(J,K)

ni@,2,ùlvilt,x.u¡)=ri1t,rc¡l,y',(t,x,Ø) ( 6.31 )

n)(e, z,ùlv)e,x,tû) = n)qt,x¡l,fi1t,x.tl¡) f fiz)
To calculate tl.*^(t,r.lr') introduced by the interaction between ammonia and the atom

Ar , we consider the perturbation treatment of an energy level (-r,lKl) tnat is ZJ + I fold

degenerate.

for (;,lfl) since there are equations

*or*rt 
iKT"iMe =constant**or-*rt e'*r"*, ( 6.33 )

we have only 2J +l linearly independent unperturbed wave functions 
)Gaar@)e'*re*,

corresponding to the degenerate energy levels;

Êor.*,J-cr*1e¡"iK7"i*o = n!.*u(u)LGrKM(0)eiKzeit4e (6.34)

t!.* r(t r = - l) = e!*r(M = --r + 1) =. . . = E!.*¿ (M = J - r) = e!.*^(M = J) .

For specific J and lKl, there are two situations corresponding to the p-variable's

expectation values with respect to symmetrical and anti symmetrical inversion

eigenfunctions:

A) The p-variable's expectation value on symmetrical inversion eigenfunctions

Hiv, = Ej.rV¡ ( 6.35 )
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Er.,=e1'(t],()+¿'j.?(¿l,KD j =-J,-J*1,......, J-l,J

,, =4"ï ø',,' = f 
,cY *ono,(r)e'K'"'ue ( 6.36 )

and øj.']1"r,¡rl) are determined by

det(rl*, -a*dr'l)=o (6.37 )

H *., (r,l KD = (* o 
n r, ^ 

(e) ett 
K t z 

" 

t^e 

lr* * rr, r, rll) o, n,, lØ e,r 
K r, 

e 
*,)

( 6.38 )

B) Similarly the p-vanable's expectation value on antisymmetrical inversion

eigenfi.rnctions

Èiv, = EttVt ( 6.39 )

E,^=El^(t,lxl)+zjt)(/,lKD j =-J,-J*1,......, J-t,J

,, =4ci ø',,' = þ:i )Gn*,,{e)e'K'"'ue ( 6.40 )

and rj.'l(¿lrl) are determined by

det(H*r-d*rj')¡=o ( 6.41 )

n *, (t,l xl) = (* o, 
o ^ 

(0) e't 
K 

t z e'''e 
ln 

* - r, r, ùlJ- o,, 
n o 

(0) 
"' 

| * t, 

"' 
*)

(6.42)

Therefore the interaction between Ar a¡d, ammonia has split the 2J + l-fold degenerate

unperturbed level into 2J + I different perturbed levels

E:.*,^(J ,lKl) + e!1.,.*r(t ,lKl) , E:.*r(¿ lrD * ¿1'l_ ,.,..,^(J,lKl) , . . .,

e!.",, (t,l xl) + njl 1,.,.*, (t,l Kl), E!.., 
^(a 

I 
rl ) + rj]] .*, e¡xl)

The energy level scheme of Ar - ammonia states correlating with the free rotor ÀZl,

state (-r = l,lKl = t) is illustrated schematically in Fig.6. l.
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J=1
m=1

¡'("¡= t,lrl=1,

Splir þvI-nue¡fston

s'l(¡= tlrl=¡*tJ

r-{"r= ¡lrl=¡uJ

Split by
the cornplex
interaction

B,(J = Llrl= LM =O)

ñ,o.t=r,M=ol

Figure 6.1 The energy level scheme of Ar - ,À/1/3 states correlating with ftee

ammonia ("r = r,lrl= r).

For different J and K, we use numerov methods to solve eigenfunctions of

ammonia's inversion Hamiltonian; then compute the p-vanable's expectations on

ammonia inversion eigenftnctions needed in calculating intracomplex rotation

eigenvalues using inversion eigenfi.rnctions. After obtaining the expectations, we

calculate the intrarotational energy levels using the method described in Section 5 as in

Table 7.1

E âlJ =t,lnl= t, u = t )
x'-d J = 1.1.(l= t, tvt = t)
r,,(,r-r,frl=\M = *r)
øJ"r= 1,lrl= t,M = -t)

7. RESULTS OF CALCULATION
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Table 7.1 Comparison of calculated intracomplex

rotation spectra with experiment.

States

J

0

K

0

Symmetry M

A

0

I

Calc.

ElJ,K,M)
(".-')

0

S

0

-1

15.3842

0

I

E*p'''

22.4764

0

A

0

13.9862

-1

15.2530

15.0801

I

hp.-Calc.

22.0853

22.t586

0

S

0

13.6742

t4.0456

-l

-0.1294

24.1089

14.0456

I

-0.391I

21.7053

12.4t49

0

24.1089

0.0594

13.3027

-t

A

25.4671

t.0345

2

-0.4533

13.7862

I

-0.3715

25.467t

0

55.3899

-1

45.2135

-2

S

54.3867

2

43.4533

I

55. I 160

0

52.7816

-1

42.6t94

/,

5t.7802

40.8559

52.5073
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From our calculation of interaction potential, there exists some as)¡rnmetry in the

potential about two mirror configurations as shown in Fig 4. This reflects the ammonia

in the complex is not completely freely rotating and inverting. The binding force

between the atom Ar and ammoni4 although the force is very weaþ restricts the

motion of the ammonia in the complex. From calculation we see that the height and the

asymmetry of the potential are responsible for the splitting of rotation energy levels. The

height of the potential is about 26.63 "*-' as shown in Fig 4.

8.1 Asymmetry of the fnteraction Energy Potential

8. DISCUSSION

The rotational selection rules for a symmetric top require that 
^.r 

= 0, tt and

ÂK = 0. The intensity of a transition depends on the behavior of the dipole matrix

element

þlpl¡)

For a pure inversion transitior\ LI =0 and the eigenfunctions are just the inversion wave

functions. For the matrix element (¡lful¡) to be non zero, the integral must be totally

symmetric with respect to an inversion of the coordinates. Because the dipole moment is

restricted to lie along the symmetry axis of a symmetric top, it changes direction during

the inversion, and the dipole moment is antisymmetric with respect to this operation.

Therefore, the inversion functions must be of opposite symmetry to make (¡lpl¡) totally

symmetric and a pure inversion transition is allowed in a symmetric rotor.

8.2 Rotational Selection Rules
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However, for rotation and inversion ofthe ammonia in the complex, since the

potential is not completely symmetric, the rotational wave function is not symmetric if K

is even and not antisymmetric if K is odd. Therefore, the above selection rules do not

hold for symmetric top transitions involving rotation and inversion in the complex. We

can predict that the intracomplex rotational and inversional transition spectra are much

more complicated than those of pure rotation and inversion of free ammonia.

+ <--+ -r ++-l-+ +
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FREQU ENGY DETERMI NATION

IN

MOLECULAR DYNAMICS

Part Two
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Three potential systems: the harmonic and Morse potential systems of the molecule .F1Cl

as well as the multiminimum potential system of n butane intramolecular rotatiorL are

investigated by classical and quantum mechanical methods. The dynamical property, vibrational

frequency of the systems, is obtained by classical and quantum mechanical methods. The

quantum mechanical methods are mainly stationary and dynamical quantum mechanical

methods. The classical methods are the phase portrait and fast Fourier transform methods.

Both of them use the computation results of molecular dynamics simulation. Since the use of

computer simulations to study the internal dynamics of macromolecules has affracted a great

deal of attention in the recent years and these simulations constitute the most detailed

theoretical approach available for studying internal motions and structural flexibility of

molecules, the fundamentals of molecular dynamics simulations will be introduced. The fast

Fourier transform is very important anal¡ical tool and it saves a lot of computer time, its basic

principle will be presented in the paper. The comparison of the results obtained by different

methods show that they have the almost comparable results.

Abstract
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To investigate molecular motioq there exist two methods, quantum and classical

mechanical methods. Although quantum mechanics can give a perfect description of

molecular motion, it can only be used in small molecular systems. For macromolecular

systems it is impossible to probe their dynamic properties by quantum mechanics;

consequently classical mechanical method is the sole choice to investigate

macromolecular dynamic properties.

Quantum mechanics gives the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of a molecular

system obtained by solving its Schrodinger equation; some Schrodinger equations have

anal¡ical solutions; some Schrodinger equations can only be solved by numerical

methods; but most of them are intractable. However, classical mechanics can give the

position and momentum change of every individual atom in every molecular system with

respect to time; usually the positions and momenta are obtained by molecular dynamics

simulations.

The classical mechanical methods which will be used to portray the dynamical

properties of a molecular system in this thesis are the phase portrait and fast Fourier

transform method. Both of them are directly based on the molecular dynamics

simulation calculations of a molecular system. From the calculations, the vibrational

frequency can be obtained by the fast Fourier transform of atom's positional change with

respect to time or through the phase-space portrait by calculating its period. Since the

use of computer simulations to study the internal dynamics has attracte d a great deal of

attention in recent years and these simulations constitute the most detailed theoretical

approach available for studying internal motions and structural flexibility, the

fundamentals of simulations will be introduced in this thesis. At the same time the

essential basics of the fast Fourier transform will be presented because the fast Fourier

I lntroduct¡on
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transform is a principal analytical tool in diverse fields and it saves a lot of computation

time of molecular dynamical simulation calculations.

The methods of quantum mechanics are divided into stationary and dynamical

quantum methods. Stationary quantum mechanics gives the time-independent

eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of a molecular system. Any molecular dynamical

properties, including vibrational frequency, can be obtained from the eigenvalues and

eigenfunctions. Dynamical quantum mechanics depicts the motion of a state under a

specific potential field with respect to time. The vibrational frequency can be picked up

from the movement of a state by calculating the time spent by a period of the motion.

It does not matter which method is used; a potential surface form which

reasonably describes the interaction among the atoms in a system is necessary to probe

the motion of a molecular system. Since it is difficult to find a precise, universal

potential surface for a molecular system, there exist many potential forms which

approximately reflect the interaction potential of the system.

In this thesis the vibration properties of three potential interaction systems will be

studied by quantum and classical mechanics: the harmonic and Morse potential surface

forms of HCI molecular bond interaction as well as the multiminimum potential form of

n - butane intramolecular rotation.
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2. FUNDAMENTALS

2.1 Molecular Dynamics Simulation

Molecular dynamics simulations compute the changes of momentum and position

of every single atom in a molecular system with respect to time. The internal motion of a

molecule is very important since molecular dynamics constitutes a motion picture that

follows molecules as they dart to and fro, twist, turrq collide with one another.

Although the method is very old in science, it is very useful because of its

simplicity. Now systems can be computed a with up to 250 million particles and up to

nanosecond time intervals by a super computer.

Simulation calculations can provide fundamental understanding of the

propagation of microcracks and fracture in solids. It is optimistic or possible that

computational molecular dynamics simulate or predict the properties of materials which

are essential to new material design.

Chemical engineers can use dynamics simulation methods to conceptualize

problems and approach solutions. For example, it is now realistic to imagine

mathematical models of fundamental phenomena beginning to replace laboratory and

field experiments. Such computations increasingly allow chemical engineers to bypass

the long costly step of producing process and product prototypes, and permit the design

ofproducts and processes that better utilize scarce resources, are significantly less

polluting, and are much safer.

Recently an exciting development in molecular dynamics simulations is direct

dynamics method. Direct dynamics computations are the calculation of rates or other

dynamical observables directly from electronic structure information, without the

intermediary of fitting the electronic energies in the form of a potential energy functionr
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For a n-atom system in three dimensions, a molecular dynamics simulation

produces 3n values of positions and velocities every time when the equations of motion

are integrated forward one step. Usually this huge amount of data can be grappled by a

phase-space portrait. First the portrait is calculated using classical mechanics and then

the features of the portrait are described in terms of classical nonlinear dynamics.

Analyzing the portrait and position change with time by kinetic theory, and using the fast

Fourier transform theory, one can obtain their dynamical properties. The portrait is

tested by probing constraints imposed by periodic boundary conditions as well as

conservation principles.

2.2 Newtonian dynamics

In Newtonian dynamics the translational motion of a point particle 7 is caused by

a force { exerted by an external field. The motion and the applied force are expressed

as

F, = mrî, =

The corresponding acceleration is given by

.. d'r,
â¡ =l¡ =ãi

ã/

For an isolated system there exists an energy conservation law

n =ZE¡ +V =2þrr: +V = constant

aj

Theoretically the portrait for any system whose potential is known can be obtained from

the Newtonian dynamical equations ( 2.1 ) to ( 2.3 ).

(2.r )

(2 2)

(2.3 )
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2.3 Hamiltonian Dynamics

From the Newtonian dynamics it is known that molecular forces, positions and

velocities change with time; however the functional form ofNewton's second law ( 2.1 )

is time independent. Therefore it is reasonable to guess that there is a function of the

positions and velocities whose value is constant in time; this function is called the

Hamiltonian,Fl,

For an isolated systerq it is known that one conserved quantity is the total energy

,E; therefore, the total energy is identified as a Hamiltonian. Forl/particle system,Fl

takes the form

H(r*,p")= constant

tt(r*,p*)

To obtain equations of motion, consider the total time derivative ofthe Hamiltonian

Eq.(2.s)

=Zþrri +r(r*) = p

and get for each particle j
.P,ôH

t-
t*rØj

and

P¡=

Equations (2.6) and (2.7 ) are Hamilton's equations of motion. For a system of ly'

point particles, these two equations represent 6.À/ first order differential equations that

are equivalent to Newton's 3iy' second-order equations (Z.l ).

Newtonian and Hamiltonian dynamics represent different views on motion. In

the Newtonian view motion is a response to an applied force. However, in the

ôH

(2.4)

drj

(2.s )

(2.6)

(2.7 )
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Hamiltonian view forces do not appear explicitly; instead, motion occurs in such away

as to preserve the Hamiltonian function.

2.4 Phase.space portrait

The first objective of a molecular dynamics simulation is to generate a molecular

motion portrait over a finite time. It is necessary to extend the idea of the portrait to

include not only positions but also atomic momenta. Consider a collection of l/
spherical atoms that interact through a prescribed potential function. The center of each

atom is located by a position vector 4.. For an isolated system, the atoms move in

accordance with Newton's law, trace out trajectories that can be represented by time-

dependent position vectors ,r(t). As an atom follows its trajectory, its momentum also

changes in response to interactions with other atoms; thus, we also have time-dependent

momentum vectors n,Q).

At one instant, imagine plotting the positions and momenta of the ly' atoms in a

6l/-dimensional hyperspace. Such a space, called phase space, is composed of two

parts: a 3i/-dimensional configuration space, in which the coordinate axes are the

components of the position vectors ,,(t), and a 3l/-dimensional momentum space, in

which the coordinate axes are the momenta of the entire .ly'-atom system represented by

one point in this space. As the positions and momenta change with respect to time, the

point moves, describing a trajectory or portrait in phase space. We may now restate the

first objective of a molecular dynamics simulation: compute the phase-space trajectory or

portrait. The trajectory is obtained by numerically solving Newton's second law ( 2.1 )

or, equivalently, Hamilton's equation ( 2.6 ) and (2.7 ).

Features of the phase-space portrait can be used to classify the motion of objects

in dynamical systems3'4. The classification takes a hierarchical level. The first level,

systems having recurrent trajectories are separated from those having nonrecurrent
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trajectories. Recurrent systems obey Poincare's recurrence theorem3'o: for a phase space

of finite volume, the phase point will pass, arbitrarily closely and indefinitely often, to

almost every accessible configuration on the trajectory. However, for systems of more

than a few objects, the time required for a Poincare recurrence is huge--it can exceed the

age of the universes'u.

Whether recurrent trajectories are Hamiltonian or non-Hamiltonian depends on

whether an explicit Hamiltonian governs their motion. Non-Hamiltonian systems can be

studied by nonequilibrium molecular dynamics methods. In such cases, particle

trajectories are generated from equations of motion; however, those equations are not

consistent with any Hamiltonian function.

In Hamiltonian systems the trajectory is constrained in phase space to the

hypersurface of constant H . Hamiltonian systems can be further divided into integrable

and nonintegrable systems. Integrable systems are those for which the number of

constants of the motion equals the number of degrees of freedom. In most situations the

number of conserved quantities is small, the equations of motion contain nonlinear terms,

and so systems containing even a very few objects are usually nonintegrable.

Integrable systems can be subdivided into those that have periodic motion and

those that can have either periodic or quasiperiodic motion. Quasiperiodic motion

results from integrable Hamiltonian systems that are not periodic. In such systems the

phase space trajectory is confined to the surface of a torus. Periodic motion means that

within a finite time the phase trajectory will intersect itself. Because the motion of the

phase point is completely determined by differential equations, once the phase point

encounters its own trajectory, that trajectory is repeated indefinitely. All Hamiltonian

systems having one degree of freedom are integrable and periodic.

From the phase space portrait of integrable periodic systems, it is easy to pick up

the periodic time of the motion.
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Another approach to picking up the vibrational frequency of a molecular system

is to transform the time domain of positional change into frequency domain by the fast

Fourier transform.

2.5 The fast Fourier transform

As shown in Figs.2.1, the Fourier transform of a waveform is to separate the

waveform into a sum of sinusoids of different frequencies. The example waveform

consists of the two sinusoids which add to yield the waveform. As showq the Fourier

transform diagrammatically displays both the amplitude and frequency of every sinusoid.

Figure 2.I-(a) defines a waveformå(t) tom -@to +@

Figure 2.1-(a)

I
2
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Synthesize a summarion of sinusoids hl(t), h2(t)

Figure 2.1-(a)

Figure 2.1-(b) Figure 2.1-(c)

which add to give the waveform

From the Fourier transform of ål(l)4b¡ nd hz(t)-(c), consrrucr a d.iagram which

displays amplitude and frequency of each sinusoid

f

Figure 2.1{d)

0

Figure 2.1 Interpretation of the Fourier transform

Mathematically, the Fourier transform is defined as

H("f) = [-_hçttp-''ø¿¡

I
2

where h(t) isthe waveform to be decomposed into a sum of sinusoids,

Fourier transform of h(t).

(2.8)

H(-f) is the
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From the definition ofEq.(2.8) the Fourier transform seems useless for solving

problems since it requires transforming a function of a variable from -{to @to the

function of another variable also from {to cQ However it is reasonable to extend

Eq.(2.8) as a numerical integration
N-l

Usually A(1,) is the result of molecular dynamics simulation calculations, for

example, the positional change with respect to time. It is known that molecular

dynamics simulation calculations are very time consuming and it is clear that if the ^À/ is

too large, it can not be calculated by a computer. Fortunately the computation time can

be reduced by the fast Fourier transform developed in 1965 by Cooley and Tukey2 . In
order to get the vibration frequency from a simulation calculation, it only necessary to

compute one period ofthe motion. Hence it is necessary to introduce the basic principle

of the fast Fourier transform.

The fast Fourier transform is developed from the Fourier transform. The Fourier

transform has two important properties: convolution and correlation. The convolution

integral is defined as

n("ù = Zh(ttþ-''"," (t,*, - t,)
i=0

k = 0,1,......,¡¡ - 1 (2.9)

Function y(l) is said to be the convolution of the functions x(r) and n(t). ltis not easy

to clearly define the meaning of the mathematical operation of Eq. (2.10); hence the

procedure of the convolution integral is graphically shown in Figure 2.2 as. folding,

y(t) = f.'{ r)n(t - ,)d, = x(t)* n(t) ( 2.10 )
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displacement, multiplicatio4 and integration.

0

t

Figure 2.24a)

fold Figure 2.2-(a) h(r) = e-' to produce Figure 2.2-(c) hl(r) = h(- t) = e"

0

T

Figure 2.2-(b)

Displace Figure 2-(c) to get Figure 2.2-(d) hz(r) = h(t - r) - e-Q-ò

t

Figure 2.2-(d)

0
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multiply Figure 2.2<d)by x(c) ro ield Figure 2.2-(e) hZ(r) = xk)h(t - ò

-505
t

Figure 2.2-(e)

Integrate Figure 2.2-(e) to obtain Figure Z.Z-1¡ y(t)

h3G)

The result shown inFig.2.2-(f) can be obtained directly from Eq.(2.10)

y(t) =l_r( ,kQ - ")dr= 
x(t)* n(t) = [ {r)ra'-òA,

= e-'le'- 1] = l- e-'

The correlation integral is defined as

"(t) =l-r( ,Y'k * 
')dr= 

r(t).n(t)

Fþre 2.2 Conv olution procedure: folding, displacement, multiplication,

and integration

A comparison of the above expression and the convolution integral (2.10) indicates that

the two are closely related.

(2.t1)

(2.12)
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Considering no\¡r a periodic function y(Ð with period

is to express it as a Fourier series.

y (t) = + - ;Z:an - ibn)e,z*., = i ane,zd,,

", = 
*[i+t(t)e-,t"

However, the Fourier series is only a special case of the Fourier integral and it can be

proved that the Fourier series of a waveform is an infinite set of sinusoids determined

directly from the Fourier integral. For the periodic triangular function shown in Fig 2.3-

(e) it is known that the Fourier series of this waveform is an infinite set of sinusoids and

it can be proved that an identical relationship can be obtained from the Fourier integral.

To, the preferred approach

(2.r3 )

t

Figure 2.3-(a)

The convolution of 2.3-(a), h(t) nd (b), x(/)

t.2

I

x( t)

- 
0.5

- 0.0r 
0

0

1.2

I

y(t)

- 0.5

- 0.01 
o

Figure 2.3-(b)

is Figure 2.3-(e)

0

t

Figure 2.3-(e)
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The Fou¡ier transform of Figure 2.3 -(e) is Figure 2.3-(Ð

f

Figure 2.3-(Ð

Figure 2.3-(Ð can be obtained by multiplication of Figures 2.3-(c) and (d)

0

1.2

I

H(f)

- 0.5

- 0.0t 
o

-t0 0

-10 f

Figure 2.3-(c)

Figures 2.3\c) and (d) are the Fou¡ier t¡ansform of Figures 2.34a) and @), respectively.

Figure 2.3 Graphical convolution theorem development of the Fourier

transform of a periodic triangular waveform.

t.2
I

x(Ð

- 
0.5

-0.01 
0

Note that the periodic triangular waveform is simply the convolution of the single

triangle shown in Fig.2.3-(a), and the infinite sequence of equidistant impulses illustrated

in Fig.2.3-(b). Periodic function y(t) canbe expressed by

y(t) = n(t)* x(t)

0

f

Figure 2.3-(d)

(2.T4 )
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Fourier transforms of both h(t) and r(r) have been determined and illustrated in

Figs.2.3-(c) and (d), respectively. From the convolution theorenr, the desired Fourier

transform is the product of these two frequency functions

y(r) = H(r)x(r) - HØ+å,[r- t)=+å{ t){t t)
(2.1s )

The Fourier transform of the periodic function is then an infinite set of sinusoids

with amplituaes ora[å1. 
"* 

note rhat since(4/

the function y(t) can be replaced by h(t)

", = | I/"¿h(t)e-'zú' dt = 
T, 

r rr^, = I u rt,

h(t) = y(t)

Thus the coefficients as derived by means of the Fourier integral and those of the

conventional Fourier series are the same for a periodic function.

Now we have developed sufficient tools to investigate in detail the theoretical as

well as the visual interpretations of sampled waveforms. If the function h(t) is

continuous at t = Z, then the sample or hQ) at time equal to z is expressed as

-To .t.L22

and the product must be interpreted in the sense of distribution theory. The impulse

which occurs at time Z has the amplitude equal to the function at time f . ff h(t) is

continuous at t = n - T for n = 0,....

h(t) = h(t)6\t - r) = h(r)6(t - r)

(2.16)

n(,) = lnçnr¡dçt -nT)

is termed the sampled waveform å(r) with sampled interval Z. SampleA n(t) is then an

infinite sequence of equidistant impulses, each of whose amplitude is given by the value

50
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of h(t) corresponding to the time of occurrence of the impulse. Figure 2.4 illustrates

graphically the sampling concept: the Fourier transform of the sampled waveform is a

periodic function where one period is equal to the Fourier transform of the continuous

function f(l). ftowever, the interval I has to be sufficient small.

0

-4 t

Figure 2.a-@)

of

The sampled waveform å(/) shorvn in Figure 2.4-(e) is obtained from multiplication

Figure 2.a-@) and (b)

2.5

hô( r)

-4

0

t

Figure 2.4-þ)

0

-4 t

Figure 2.a-@)

Fourier transform of Fig.2.4-(e) h\(t) = h(t).^(l) is Figure 2.4-(Ð
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4.5
4

H^(Ð.

0o

-50
-5 f

Figure 2.4-(Ð, HL(Í) = H(f )* t (¡),can be obtained by mulriplicarion

of Figures z.a-G) and (d).

Figure 2.4-(Ð

4.5
4

H(Ð.

0o

Figure 2.a-@), H (Í), is the Fou¡ier rransform of Figure 2.4-(a), h(t); Z.+-(d), LU)

is the Fourier transform of Figure 2.4-(b), ¡(f)

Figure 2.4 Gnphtcal frequency convolution tfreorem development of the

Fourier transform of a sampled waveform.

0

f

4.5
4

1!Ð2

00

Figure 2.a-@)

If I is chosen too largg the results illustrated in Figs.2.5 are obtained. The

distortion of the desired Fourier transform of a sampled functioq the overlapping

waveform illustrated in Fig. 2.5-(Ð, known as aliasing, occurs because the time function

\¡/as not sampled at a sufficiently high rate, i.e., the sample interval Z is too large.

However, how can we guarantee that the Fourier transform of a sampled function is not

aliased? An examination of Figs.2.5-(c) and (d) shows the fact that convolution overlap

52
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will occur until the separation of the impulses of 
^(/) 

is increased to 1 = Zf ", where
I

/] is the highest frequency component of the Fourier transform of the continuous

function nþ) . That is, if the sample interval r is chosen equal to one half the

reciprocal of the highestfrequency component, aliasingwill not occur. This is an

extremely important since that, if a waveform is sampled such that aliasing doesn't occur,

these samples can be appropriately combined to reconstruct identically the continuous

waveform. This is the statement of the sampling theorem which we will now investigate.

-4

0

t

Figure 2.5-(a)

-4
0

t

Figure 2.5-(e)

-4

0

t

Figure 2.5-(b)
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2.02

H^3(Ð r

0o
-50
-5 f

Aliased Fourier transform of a waveform at an insufficient rate

Figure 2.5-(f

H(Ð I

0o

-5
-5

z.o2

The sampling theorem states that if the Fourier transform of a function å(r) is

zero for all frequencies greater than a certain frequency f ", thenthe continuous function

h(t) canbe uniquely determined from a knowledge of its sampled values.

Now it is time to develop the procedure of the fast Fourier transform: time

domain sampling, truncation, and frequency domain sampling.

Consider the Fourier transform pair illustrated in Figs 2.6-(a) and (b). To

decompose this transform pair it is first necessary to sample the waveform h(t);the

sampled waveform can be written as å(r)Â0(l) where 
^0(l) 

is the time domain

Figure 2.5 Aliased Fourier transform of a waveform sampled at an

insufficient rate.

^(Ð 
t

00

Figure 2.5-(c)

-5
-5

05
t5

Figure 2.5-(d)
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sampling function illustrated in Fig. 2.6-(c). The sampling interval is Z. The sampled

function can be written as

@

h(t)L}(t) = h(t) Ia(r - kD = 2h(kr)6(t - kr)

The result of this multiplication is illustrated in Figs. 2.6-(e) and (f). Note the aliasing

effect which results from the choice of I.

Next, the sampled function is truncated by multiplication with the rectangular

tunction x(l) illustrated in Fig. 2.6-(9):

x(r) = , -i <t <To - -i
- 0 otherwise

where f is the duration of the truncation function.

Truncation yields

[@ I ["_r Ih(t)Lo(t)x(r) = I >h&D6(t - kr) lx(r¡ = | lnlrr'¡6(t - k\ I r 2.22)
L¿-- J Lo-=-o I

where it has been assumed that there are .ô/ equidistant impulse functions lying within

the truncation interval; that is, N = +. The sampled truncated waveform and its
T

Fourier transform are illustrated in Figs. 2.6-(1) and O. As in the previous example,

truncation in the time domain results in rippling in the frequency domain.

The final step in modifying the original Fourier transform pair to a discrete

Fourier transform pair is to sample the Fourier Transform of Eq. (2.22). The time

domain this product is equivalent of convolving the sampled truncated waveform Q.22)

and the time function Â1(l), illustrated in Fig 2.6-(k). Function A1(l) is given by

Fourier transform pair as

(2.20)

(2.2r )

^1(r) 
= ToZ6(t -r\) (2.23 )
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The desired relationship is [ø1r¡lO(r)x(r¡]x 
^l(t) 

; hence

ln 1t¡ to qt¡x (r ) I * 
^ 

r(r ) =lï, u, ) 6(t -or l 
]. I 

a 
[ à^' -,,n ]]

-...*Tolngr¡a1t + To - kT) +r,lnçcr)6u - kr)
É=0

N-l
+r,lh(k\ õ(t - To - kT)+...

k=O

(2 24)

Note that Eq.Q.z\ is periodic with period f,; in compact notation form the equation

can be written as

n(t) =rå[à, @\6(t -,r - onf

k=O

-6 t
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Figure 2.6 Graphical derivation of the discrete Fourier transform pair.

Choice of the rectangular function x(r) as described by Eq. (2.23) can now be

explained. Note the convolution result of Eq.(2.25) is a periodic function with period I

Figure 2.6-(n)
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which consists of i/ samples. If the rectangular function had been chosen such that a

sample value coincided with each end point of the rectangular function, the convolution

of the rectangular function with impulses spaced at intervals of { would result in time

domain aliasing. That is, the .l/th point of one period would coincide with and add to

the first point of the next period. To insure that time domain aliasing does not occur, it

is necessary to choose the truncation interval as illustrated in Fig. 2.6-(Ð.

To develop the Fourier transform of Eq.(2.25), recall from the discussion on

Fourier series. that the Fourier transform of a periodic function h(t) is a sequence of

equidistant impulses

r(r)=äo'^'-nr) r'=+

where

""=|f;)''ñç,¡r-''-"'oo, n=o,rl,+r,...

Substitution of (2.25) in (2.27) yields

| ¡To-T/z - Jv:l

"" = 
\J-;,;" "]*>h(kDõ(t 

- kr - r\)e-i2-"rodt

Integration is only over one period, hence

¡T¡-Tl2 N -l
o, = J_i,r, >h(kD õ(t _ kT)e-i,^,tro dt

JV-t N_l

= 7, h (kn f:;i'' r-,, -',,o õ (t - kr ) d t = f n grr ) e- 
i z nr t ro

,t=0 k=o

since d - NT,Eq.(2.28) can be rewritten as

N-I
o,=zh(kT)¿-iz'*'rw n=0,x1,+2,...

k=0

and the Fourier transform of Eq.(2 25) is

ir(+\= Ë ïrr kr¡s-iz'ù''lN
\ ¡/r/ n=_ø k=o

(2.26)

(2.27 )

(2.28 )

(2.2e )

(230)
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,(+)is periodic as illustrated in Figs. 2.6-(m) and (n). However, there are onty t/
From a cursory evaluation of (2.3O), it is not obvious that the Fourier transform

distinct complex values computable from Eq.(2.30). To establish this fact let n= r
where r is an arbitrary integer Eq(2.30) becomes

fr ( +\ = i o çr,, ¡ e 
-i z'*r t N

\. ¡/7/ í=o

Now let n = r +.À/; note that

e_iz,*(r+N)tN _ e_i,,*rtN e_izr* _ e_i,,*rt* e32)

since e-tz 
ù = cos(2 ù) - i . sin (2 tdc) = t for k integer valued. Thus for n -- r + N

r(#) = f , ç0, ¡ e - 
iz'* (r + N ) t N

= ioçor¡ r-i2,*r 
tN 

= u(#)
k=0

Therefore, there are only l/ distinct values for which Eq.(2.30) can be evaluated;

f(+)is periodic with a period of N samples. Fourier transform Eq.(2.30) can be

expressed

Fr( +\=ioqor¡e-i2nkt.\Nr ) i=o

Eq.(n$ is the desired discrete Fourier transform; the expression relates l[
samples of time and l/ samples of frequency by means of the continuous Fourier

transform. The discrete Fourier transform is then a special case of the continuous

Fourier transform. If it is assumed that the ^À/ samples of the original function h(t) are

one period of a periodic wavefornr, the Fourier transform of this periodic function is

given by the l/ samples as computed by Eq.(2.34). Notat io^ A( *) i, ur.d to
\Nr )

indicated that the discrete Fourier transform is an approximation to the continuous

Fourier transform. Normally, Eq.(nÐ is written as

(2.3t)

n=0,1,...,¡¡- I

(2.33 )

(2.34)
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o(*ro)=Ï,s*r)¿-iz*ru n = 0,1,...,¡/- 1

since the Fourier transform of the sampled periodic function g&D is identically

G( r-ìl
\ ¡irl

The result of Eq.(2.35) is very important and useful since it tells us thatwe only

need to calculate one perìod of positional or momental change of a system to get its

v i brati onal fr e quency.

2.6 Dynamical Quantum Mechanics

From quantum mechanics, a function Y(x,l) can be expanded as

y(x,r)=Ilo.('))(o-('¡¡yþ-ie^,n ( 2.36)

lo.(t))(o.(t)l is a complete set of eigenstates, and E^are the corresponding

eigenvalues.

If Y(x, r) is a function which is obtained by position-displacing the one of the
complete set I I 

o. (x))(o- (') 
|

(2.3s )

Figure 2.7 shows the relationship among the potentialV(r), one of the original state

functions O(x,r) and the displaced function Q'(x,,t) at t = 0.

Y(x,l) =@'(x',t)= Õ(x +&,t) (2.37 )
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v(r)

gI) 2

91.I

t

When , = ,r, theFig.2.7 evolves as Fig.2.8;

-6-410246
r,x,x'

Figure 2.7 Relative position of Y(x,r) and Õ(x,r) when I = 0.

3

v(r)

gr) 2

9l*'r

I

It is noticed that the wave packet Q'(x',t) moves back and forward in the potential well

with respect to time; hence the evolution time of the packet can be derived from its

motion. Usually the evolution time is the function of the displacement of position

-6-4-20246
r, x, x'

Fþre 2.8 Evolution of Y(r,l) relative to O(r,l) when I = lr

/-\//\

and sometimes the packet will diffi¡se with time.

t _evol = -f (e) (38)
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The potential function is a different function not only for each molecule, but for

each electronic state of each molecule. Rather than deal with a different nuclear

Schrodinger equation for each molecular electronic state, we seek an approximation that

will represent a potential reasonably well for most interactions between two bonded

atoms in a molecular system.

The interaction between two covalently bonded atoms is one of the strongest

interactions among the atomic interactions in a system. It is reasonable to expect that

the nucleivibrate about the position of minimum potential energy and the nuclear

separation doesn't deviate from its equilibrium bond distance very much; therefore, we

expand a potential V in a Taylor series about its equilibrium internuclear separation r"

V (r) = V (r") + V' (r") U - r"¡ + jtr,, (r") e - r"), * *.¡r',' 
(r")? -r, )3 +...( 3. I )

At the position of the equilibrium internuclear separation rn,,the potential energy is

minimum and its first derivative is zero

V'(r") = g G.2)

For the region neat re, we note that (r - r")t and higher po\¡/ers of (r - r") are small,

and can be neglected; we justify this by saying that for small vibrations the internuclear

separation will be close to r" most of the time. Thus Eq.(3.1) becomes

V(r)=V(r")*j.V"{r")(r-r")' (3.3 )

The V (r") is a constant and we can set it as zero; hence Eq.(3.3) becomes

V (r) = !n" (r")(, - r")' (3.4 )
2

For example, the potential of the molecule hydrogen chloride is written as

V(r)=f,{r-r")' (3.s )

in which r" = I27.45pm, and k = 5l5.8kg.sec-t.

3. Harmonic Potential of HGI Molecule
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The shape of the potential is a parabolic as shown in Fig.3.l

3

_1
V(r)'aJ '

2

Figure 3.1 The parabolic shape of the .FICI molecular harmonic potentiat

From classical mechanics, the vibration frequency of a particle in the molecule under a

harmonic potential interaction is always constant

IEv-_ I_
2o\ p

Dealing with this system by quantum mechanics, the energy eigenvalues are

obtained by solving Schrodinger equation

", 
=(r.;)0,

The absorption or emission frequency can be calculated from the eigenvalues

I = 
1 

. 
En*t: En 

=Z99l.Ocm-t ( 3.g ),"ch
Hence for a harmonic potential systerq classical mechanics and quantum mechanics

approach the same conclusion: the nuclear vibration frequency is independent of the total

energy put into the system.

Molecular dynamics simulation computes the position and momentum change

with time. From Newtonian mechanics, the acceleration caused by the force exerted on

this system is

64

-1

!=!=299r.ocm-l
)"c (3.6)

(3.7 )



a(r) = -i#r r,, = - )# tf, {, -,),t
From Eq.(3.9) the position and momentum changes with time can be computed by

molecular dynamics simulation. In order to start the simulation calculation, the initial

conditions are necessary. Set the initial conditions as follows

The energy given to the system is contained in the initial conditions
1"E =:- tt.v'.¡, +V(rnu) = 0.0868a/
2, tn

rrrr, =l45Pm,

The conventional way of portraying energies is to draw the potential energy curve and

superimpose the total energy upon this curve. The kinetic energy at any distance is the

vertical line between potential and total energy.

vi,i, = 3000.0r2. sec-l

V(t')."¿- r

_1
E..aJ '

I

(3.e)

( 3.10 )

(3.11)

Figure 3.2 T\e position of total energy E = O.O868aJ on the harmonic

potential surface.

The simulation time array is defined as

t = h.i

in which
i 

-í¡ _ nmx 'min . SgC-,
Steps

From initial conditions set initial X matrix column as

t'.p'-r,r(t).nm
130 1Æ

-1

(3.12)

(313)
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x =(4'u'*', I
Lr,"u 

. m-' .sec)

and define the derivative column vector as

fx, I
o(t,x)=L+ 

*ru,l,=.,)

From Eqs(3.14) and (3.15) the Xis filled with solutions of following equation

in which RK(t,X,D,h) is the Runge Kutta integrationr' and is modified as

Kr (t, X, D, h) =D(t,X)

ln n \
K2 (t,x, D,h) =D\t +ã,x +-.K1 (t,x, D,h)j

lnrr\
. 

K3(t,X,D,t)=Df+-,x+-.K2(t,X,D,h,

K4(t,X, D,h) =D(t +h,X+ h.K3(t,X, D,h))

XÐ =¡(i-r) *K(t,_, ,X$-t),D,h)

hRK(t,X,D,h)=;.(Kr(t.X.D,h)+2.K2(t,X,D,h)+2.K3(t,X,D,h)+K4(t,X,D,h)) 
( 3.17 )

The positional and momental changes with time are obtained from Eq.(3.16)

/ = l.sec r, = Xr., .m v, = Xt¡ .m. sec-' 1 = p.u, ( 3.18 )

As shown in Figure 3.3, the bond length oscillates back and forth in a regular

periodic fashion between minimum and maximum values. The time spent in the vicinity

of the compressed bond turning point is the same as that at the stretched bond turning

point.

( 3.14 )

( 3.ls )

( 3.16 )
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-1
f(ti).pm

o1020304050
-1

t.'fs

Figure 3.3 The periodic change of the bond length with time when -E = 0.0868a,r.

However the momentum, although it is periodic, does not behave in the same fashion;

between them there exists a phase difference as shown in Fig. 3.4

O'n*-1't'"tr-1

50

010203040so
t,'tt

Figure 3.4 The periodic change of the HCI molecula¡ nuclear motion momenhrm

with time when E = 0.0868a.r.

By the fast Fourier transfornl transform the position from the time domain to the

frequency domain and get its frequency constituent
Io_ÍÍt = += FF{r(t)lr=o.o,u,rl=299r.0.cm' ( 3.19 )

,L it
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The phase portrait ofthis system is obtained from molecular dynamics simulation

computation as shown in Fig.3.5

e (¡) '"-u - r 
'n,n- I 'c

50

0 50 100 150 2oo 250

'(t).n.-r

Figure 3.5 The phase portrait of the ^IlCl molecr¡Ia¡ nuclear motion

when E = 0.0868a,r.

The time taken to complete a cycle defines the period

perìod= I 1.15 .,ß 
1 = 1. -+ = 2991.0 . cm-t G.20 )- l" c period

It is noticed that the vibrational frequency is independent of initial conditions, i.e.,

the energy put into the system. For example, change the initial conditions Eqs.(3.10) as

following

r,n, =245pm vini, =3000.0m-sec-r G.ZI)
The energy given to the system is contained in the initial conditions

t,
E =:- u.v!,u +V(rn,,) =1.365a1 (3.22)2' ,ñ
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The potential curve and superimposition oftotal energy are shown in Fig.3.6.

!$l'"'r
_1

E..aJ '
I

Figure 3.6 The position of total enerry E = 1.3650a1on the harmonic

potential surface.

The bond length variation with time under initial conditions Eq.(3.21) is shown inEig.3.7

0 50 loo 150 2æ
. -1 -lr.pm ,r(tt.pm

Figure 3.7 The periodic change of the bond length with time when .E = I.3650aJ.

t..Ê
I
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The momental variation with respect to time under initial conditions Eq.(3.21) is shown

in Fig.3.8

e (t¡)'et- 
1 'r"'"ru- 1

50

o1020304050
-1

t¡'ß

Figure 3.8 The periodic change of the HCI molecular nuclea¡ motion momentum

with time when .E = 1.3650a1.

I

From the fast Fourier transform of r(r) , the frequency of its vibration doesn't change

o 
- fft = + = FFrfr(t)l 

"=,.,*,f 
= 2ee t.0. cmu

)" i,
(3.23 )
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The phase space portrait under initial conditions Eq(3.21) is shown in Fig.3.9

/\ -1 -1
e (t,)'amu 'pm 'fs o

0 50 100 150 2oo 250

'0.e"-r

Figure 3.9

Figure 3.9 The phase portrait of the I1Cl molecular nuclear motion

when E =1.3650a1.

From the phase portrait it is shown that the period remains constant. Hence it is

demonstrated that the frequency of the bond vibration doesn't change with the enerry

put into the system.

The Hamiltonian of the harmonic potential of the molecule HCI is written as

-h2 .4øG)*!t G-r"),o(x)= Eo(r) G.24)2p dr"

Substitute r = x - r" into Eq.(23); Eq.(23) becomes

- hz 
- LaQ) *) o .r' .a(r) = n .a(r) (3.2s )2p dr"

Using the Numerovt , Eq.13.24) canbe solved to obtain its eigenstate functions Õ, (r)

and eigenvalues En.
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O, (r) is a set of stationary eigenfünctions of Eq.(3.25). For example, the

distribution of the probability density of Õo (r), P1r,t) = (*o(r)e(r)lO, (r)ç(t)),

doesn't change with respect to time. The contour plot of P(r,t) = M is shown in

Fig.3.l0.

Figure 3.10 The contouÌ plot of the probability density of Õ6 (r) in which the -r axis

is f and the y is 1".

However, it is possible to get the dynamical properties of the system from the motion of

a non stationary state. Usually the non stationary state can be obtained by displacing and

reshaping O"(r)

a'oþ',t) = D(&)[R(x)o(r)] .ç,(t)

in which

¿(e)o(r)=o(r+&)
and rR(x) means that changes the width of (Þo G) , times.

When

D(õr) = D(0) and R(x) = R(2)

the relationship between tÞo (r) and <Þi(r') is shown in Fig.3.1 1.

(3.26)

(3.27 )

(3.28)
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1

-o.2(*'o')''0"

I
;o'.'pm- o.i

0.3

Figure 3. I I The shape and position or <Þþ (r', 0) = D(O)[R (2) o0 (r)] . ø s(o)

relative to <Þo (r, o) .

The wave packet movement of Õi (r' ,t) with respect to time can be demonstrated by

the motion of its probability density with time.

The change of the probability density Prob(x,t) = M distribution is shown inEig.3.l2.

Ptb(x,t) = QL(r' ,t).[O; (t',r)]'

0
-1

r¡'Pm

Figure3.12 Thecontourplotoftheprobabilirydensityof D(0)[R(2)O(r)] .øg(r)

in which the .X axis is I and the y axis is r .

(3.2e )
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It is known that the average energy of Õi (r' ,t) depends on both 6r of D@)

and x of R(x)

From the Fig. 3.12 the evolution time of the wave package movement is estimated as

n 1&,x¡= (oå (r', t)lnl <Þ; (r,, r))

When D@) = D(30) and A(r) = R(1), the relationship between Õo(r) and

Oå(r') is shown in Fig.3.13

t 
-evol(E) lu,o.r,=o,rrrr = I l'15/s

1

-o.2(.'o'),'o. t

1

,o'¡.pm o.l

0.3

-€0 -40 -20 0 20 40 60

,,.0. t

Figure 3.13 The shape and position of o[¡ (r',0) = rlro¡fn1r¡oo (r)].øg (o)

relative to og (r,0)

The change of the probability density Ptob(x,tl: M distribution is shown in Fig.3.14.

( 3.30 )

( 3.31 )
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Figure 3.14 The contourplot of the probability density of D1:O¡[n1l)O(r)] .eg(t)

in whjch the .X æiis is I and the y a;ris is 1,.

From the Fig. 3.12 the evolution time of the wave packet movement is estimated as

The bumps shown in the figure are because the packet movement diffirses with the time.

When D@) = D(15) and R(x) = R(2), the relationship berween Õo(r) and

Oå(r') is shown in Fig.3.15.

t 
-evol 

(E)lr,ro.,,=orur,r = I 1' I 5/s

1

-o.2/ <o>\ z
\o /¡'pm

1

;o'i.pm 0.1

0.3

-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60

,,'orn '

Figure 3.15 The shape and posirion of oþ (r,,0) = D(ls)[R(z¡os (r)] . Ø0 (0)

relative to oo (r,o).

(3.32)
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The change of the probability density Prob(x,t) = M distribution is shown in Fig.3.16.

Figure3.16 Thecontourplotoftheprobabilitydensityof D(15)[R(2)O(r)] .es(t)

in which the .I axis is f and the y axis is i".

From the Fig. 15 the evolution time of the wave package movement is estimated as

When D@) = D(0) and Ä(x) = l?(0.35), the relationship between Qo(r) and

Oå(r') is shown in Fig.3.17.

t 
-evol(E) lu,rr,r,=orr*", = I l'15/s

0.6
1

(*'o'),.0-ã
o.4

1

;
o'.'pm-

o.2

Figure 3. 17 The shape and position of tÞþ (r', 0) = D(0)[A(0. 3s) <o0 (t) 
] 

. øg (o)

relative to (Þo (r,o).

( 3.33 )

0
-1

fi'Pm
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The change ofthe probability density Ptob(x,tl = M distribution is shown in Fig.3.1g

Figure3.ls Thecontourplotoftheprobabilitydensityof D(0)[R(0.:s¡o(t)] .øs(t)

in which the x axis is f and the y axis is /.

From the Fig. 3.18 the evolution time of the wave packet movement is estimated as

When D@) = D(45) and,R(r) = R(0.35), the relationship between Õo(r) and

O6 (t') is shown in Fig.3.l9.

t evot(E\l- = 11.15 ß' 'lE(0,0.35)=0.M79aI

1

0.8

1

(.'o'),.0,nã0.,

1

; o.4
(D'--om -

I'

o.2

0 -€0 -40 -20 0 20 40 60

','ot 
t

Figure 3.le rhe shape and position of oþ (r',0) = D(45)[R(0.35) <Þ0 (r)] . ø6 (o)

relative to oo(r,o).

(3.34 )
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The change of the probability density Prob(x,tl = M distribution is shown in Fig.3.20

M'pm

Figure 3.20 The contour plot of the probability density of

D(4s)[.R(0.3s)O(r)] . vs!) in which the x axis is I and rhe y axis is /" .

From the Fig. 20 the evolution time of the wave package movement is estimated as

From the above discussion, it is clearly shown for a harmonic potential system

that classical, stationary and dynamical quantum mechanics give the same results which

is that the frequency of the bond vibration doesn't change with respect to the energy put

into the system. However this potential is good only a small vibration range; that is ,

when a system's total energy is much smaller than its dissociation energy, the harmonic

potential is an ideal potential approximation. When a system's total energy is near to its

dissociation energy, the vibration range is not small enough for the harmonic potential

approximation and looking for other potential forms are required.

t evot(E\l- = I l.l5 ß
' 'lE(45,0.35)=0.l8Ðat r ( 3.3s )
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4. Morse Potential of HCI Molecule

From the above discussion we know that the harmonic oscillator does not reflect

a real interaction between the bonded atoms in a molecule and does not fit to large

amplitude vibration. The Morse potential provides a more accurate description of the

interaction on stretching vibrations than the harmonic oscillator does since the Morse

potential describes dissociation of the bond. However the bottom of the Morse potential

well is similar in shape to the harmonic well, it can be predicted for really small vibrations

about the equilibrium that both of them would leld similar dynamical motion pictures.

The Morse oscillator is better for a greater degree of excitation than harmonic oscillator.

The form of the Morse potential is written as

r/(r) = nefr- r-"u-ù]' (4.r )

For the HCI molecule, dissociation energy De and the parameter q are as follows

De = 0.7lal
( tc 'r%d-l_l
\zDe )

- -/r\'k=4tfczl:l u
\t)'

I
I 299lcm-l -. ffinffiq

þ=-
mH +mct

't9



The shape of the Morse potential curve is shown in Fig 4.1

ll

o.8

o.6

V( r).aJ- 
I

o.4

o.2

It is seen that at the bottom of the well near the equilibrium internuclear separation of the

HCI molecule the shape of the Morse potential is similar to that of the harmonic

potential. Further up v/e see how the potential flattens out for a large internuclear

separation as the dissociation energy is reached.

From Newtonian mechanics, the acceleration corresponding to the Morse

potential is

,'0,n- 
t

Figure 4.1 The shape of the HCI molæular Morse potential.

a(r) = - i#r r,) = - ;# {nelr - e-"ç-',) 
f'z I

From F,q.@.z) the position and momental changes with respect to time can be obtained

by molecular dynamic simulation calculation. The motion of the system and the results

of dynamical simulation computation depend on the total energy put into the system.

For example, with initial conditions

r,,u = L.l-r", vin = 100.0'tn' sec-t

(4.2)

(43)
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the energy given to the system is contained in the initial conditions

I,n =;ur?",, +v(r*,,) = o.o33al

The energies are shown inFig.4.2 by a conventional way that draws the potential energy

curve and superimposes the total energy upon this curve. The kinetic energy at any

distance is the vertical line between potential and total energy.

V(/).aJ

_a
E.'aJ '

I

Figure 4.2 Ttre position of total energJ E = 0.033a1 on the Morse

potential surface.

The simulation time anay t is defined as

(4.4)

t¡ = h'i

in which

I _t
L_ nmu '^ia

Steps

From initial conditions, set initial X matrix column as

¡(o) - ('''u'^' I
[rru.m-t.sec)

and define the derivative column vector as

200 250
-1 -1f''pm ,fi'Pm

i = l,2,...,Steps (4.s)

(4.6)

(4.7 )
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fx, I
o(t,x) =l_;*r.,1=* 

l
From Eqs (a.7) and (a.8) we can fill the X matrix with solutions by following equation.

x'it,=^'i - 1 t +nr(i-.,,x'¡ - t 
t,o,n)

in which RK(t, X,D,h) is Runge Kutta integration'o and is written as

K1 (t,X,D,h)=D(t,X)

K2(t,x.D,h)=Df h n \l+t,x +-.K1(t,x. D,h)/

l¡tr\
K3(t,X, D,h) =D[ +-,x +-.xztt,x, o,trli

K4(t,X, D, h) =D(t + h,X+ h'K3(t,X, D, h))

h
RK(t,x, D,h)=;.( Kr (t,x, D,h) ¡2.K2(t,X, D, h) + 2.K3(t,X. D,h) + K4(t,x, D,h) ) 

( 4. l0 )

From Eq.( a.9 ) the particle's position and momentum change with time

l=f.sec r,=Xo,,.m v,=Xt¡.rn.sec-t p¡=lt.v¡ (4.11)

(4.8)

(4e)

Figure 4.3 The periodic change of the bond length with time when E = 0.033a1.

5101520
-1t'fs

I
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As shown in Fig. 4.3 the bond length oscillates periodically as the harmonic

oscillator does. From the positional change with respect to time the bond vibration

frequency can be gotten by the fast Fourier transform;

t-n@)l.-^^..-,= + = pr4r!)1,=oo,,,l= 2e00.ocm' (4.t2)
=0.033øt [ft I

The phase portrait of the system under initial conditions (a.3) is shown inFig. 4.4

I

-1 -1
Oi".u 'pm 'fs 0

-1

2

122 124 126 128 130 132 134

,.'0.-'

Figure 4.4 The phase portrait of the flCl molecular nuclear motion

when E = 0.0868a.r.

From the phase portrait we can get its period, the time taken to complete one cycle of

the phase portrait

Its corresponding frequency, the number of periods executed per second, is the

reciprocal of the period

pertod(E)l- """" . = 1t.437. Ísr w lE=O.O33aI

v oer¡od( E\l =\ ' I E=O.O33tzl

o oer¡od( E\l.lE=0.033aJ
I

oer¡od( E\l¿ \ / lE--0.O3341

)-c
Penoa

v oer¡od( E\l'' -' \ 
'lE-_0.03341

(4.r4)

= 29t7 .4cm-t ( 4.15 )

(4.t3 )
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The dynamical properties ofthis system depend on the energy put into the

system. For example, when the energy put into the system is near its dissociation energy

with initial conditions

the energy given to the system is contained in the initial conditions

I,
E = 1w,'_,, +V(r,,,,) = 0.6944aJ

2, tntr

r'n', =2'8'r",

The energies shown inFig. .Z by a conventional way that draw the potential energy

curve and superimpose the total energy upon this curve are changed as in Fig. 4.5.

vini, = 1500-0' m'sec-'

V(/).aJ

I

E..aJ '
I

( 4.16 )

50 100 150 200

/'Pm

Under the initial conditions (4.l6), the positional and momental changes with

time are obtained from Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10).

(4.T7 )

Figure 4.5 The position of total enerry E = 0.6944a1 on the Morse

potential surface.

It is noticed that the bond length oscillates back and forth in a regular periodic

fashion between minimum and maximum values--the turning points. The time spent in

the vicinity of the compressed bond turning point is less than at the stretched bond

turning point since the force exerted on the particles in the vicinity of the compressed

250 300
-1 -1

, ri'pm
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bond turning point is much larger than that near the vicinity at the stretched bond turning

point.

300

-t
Tr 200

100

Figure 4.6 The periodic change of the bond length with time when .E = 0.6944aJ.

From the positional change with time we can get the bond vibration frequency by

the fast Fourier transform;

50 100 150 200
-1t'fs

I

o_"trt(E)1"=,un*, =

o_ft is a function of the enerry put into the system since r(r) is dependent on system's

total energy. The relationship between o_fft and the energy E is shown inFig.4.7.

+ = FFrfr Q)l 
"-0 

6s44 arl = out.t tcm-l ( 4.18 )
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2ofi]

ofü .cm
-n

1000

Figure 4.7 The relationship between the fast Fourier transform vibrationat frequencies

and total enerry put into the Morse potential system.

However the momentum shown in Fig.4.8, while periodic in time, does not

behave in the same fashion during the bond compression as during the bond stretching

because the potential is not symmetric about the equilibrium bond distance.

20

-1 - -1
P,'Pm 'ts'amu 0

-20

_1
E'aJ'

n

Figure 4.8 The periodic change of the I1Cl molecula¡ nuclea¡ motion momentum

with time when E = 0.6944a1.

1s0
-1

t.'fs
I
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The phase portrait of the system is dependent on that how much energy is put

into the system and is not an ellipse as for the harmonic oscillator. Under initial

conditions (16) it looks like a kind of stretched egg shaped ellipse since the oscillator

extends further beyond the equilibrium distance when stretched than when compressed.

-1 -1pi'amu 'pm 'fs o

5() 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

','o' 
t

Figure 4.9 The phase portrait of the //C/ molecular nuclear motion

when E = 0.6944a1.

From the phase portrait we can get its period, the time taken to complete one cycle of

the phase portrait

Its corresponding frequency, the number ofperiods executed per second, is the

reciprocal of the period

period(E)lr=o.ur*, = 74.133- fs

v-period(E)|"=our* at period(E)lE=o.6s44al

o_period(E)|"=o.un*,
t v_period(E)l

=__ 
_.\_/tg=0.6e44at 

=450.09Cm_t (4.21)t"c
Penoq

( 4.le )

(4 20)
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It is obvious that the shape ofthe phase portrait depends on the energy put into the

system; consequently, o_period depends on its total energy too. The change of

o_period with the energy -E is shown in Fig.4.t0.

2000

o oeriod -cm
n

1ofi)

Figure 4.10 The relationship between the phase vibrational frequencies and total

enerry put into the Morse potential qystem.

The potential energy has alternating short and long time periods between its

zeroes at the equilibrium distance. The short periods correspond to bond compression

on a relatively repulsive potential, the long periods being for bond extension during

which it takes longer for the stretch to slow down and turn around.

-1E.aJ'
n

0.4 o.5
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0.8

0.6

.o.4
-l

V.'aJ
I

o.2

Figure 4.11 The potential change with time when total enerry E = 0'6944a1.

The kinetic enerry mirrors the behavior of the potential energy and its shape can be

explained ups and downs of particle speed.

0.8

0.6

.o.4
-l

T.'aJ
I

o.2

too 150 200 2s0

-1t'fs
I

Figure 4.12 The kinetic energy change with time when total enerry E = 0.6944a1.

In spite of the ups and downs of separate kinetic and potential energies, the sum

of the two, the overall energy, turns out to be constant, i.e., the total energy is a constant

ofthe motioq E = T +V = 0.6944aJ.

loo 150 200 250

-1
t.'fs
I
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It is known that both of o-fft and o_period are functions of system's total

energy. The higher the system's total energy, the lower the frequency of vibration; when

the total energy is larger than dissociation energy, the frequency is zero; it means that the

bond is broken. Hence the Morse potential is better than the harmonic potential surface

for describing molecular motion behavior near dissociation.

For the diatomic Morse potential system, the Hamiltonian is written as

+* v + nefr - "-a('-'nq)l', = Eisv

Eq.(a.5) can be solved by analytical quantum mechanics or quantum numerical method.

The energy eigenvalues obtained by analytical quantum mechanics? are

Eig. - De - A-2[" - (" .;)]'

in which

I

l2ulz
tl-\ t /

qll

I

K = ADei

we see that the absorption or emission frequency Eig,*, - Eig, is dependent on

quantum number n,i.e., the system's total energy. The absorption or emission frequency

can be expressed as

o-anal, - Eig'*'-- Eig'
hc

In figure 4.13 we plot the analytical frequency as a function of the total energy. In order

to have a continuous carye, we artificially define energy mid-points between quantum

energy levels as

(4.22)

( 4.23 )

En = Eig, +
Eig,*, - Eig,

n = 0,L,2,...

fr = 0,1,2,...

(4.24)

(4.2s )
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2000

a numrov .cm

1000

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
_1

En'aJ'

Figure 4.13 The relationship between the analytical frequencies and total energy put

into the Morse potential qystem.

Because u/e ultimately want to express the eigenfunction as a set of discrete

values over a set of points in position space, it is more convenient to solve Eq.Ø.22)

numerically First we convert it as non-unit equation by the following parameter

conversion

r = r' - pm (4.26)

Eq(22) becomes

_t_!:!L r* n"l t _ n-o.nf,,-,)r)' r = Eis. v (4.27 )2p pm' dt'" ' L

Then we standardize EqQT) accordings

l^#+B**r@fv=E vt

inwhich A=1

B=0

v(x) = -# rr' .n"lr- 
"-*oÁ'-àl'

(4.28)
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Eq.(a.28) is then solved using the Numrov program written in the Fortran languagg we

obtain dimensionless eigenvalues E and their corresponding eigenfunctions. From E we

get Eig; hence we can calculate the absorption or emission frequency

E = -2#-. pm, .Eig

o_numrov _ Eig,*r_- Eig, 
fl=0,1,2,...

hc

Artificially set the energy corresponding to every frequency as

En = Eig, ¡Ei9*': Eig, 
fl = 0,1,2,...

2

2000

o numrov .cm

1000

(4.2e)

Figure 4.14 The relationship between the numerical calculated frequencies and total

enerry put into the Morse potential system.

The complete solution set tyn(r) of stationary eigenstate functions ofEq. (4.22) and

corresponding eigenvalues En can be obtained by the normalized numerical method.

However, it is possible to get the dynamical properties of the system from the motion of

a non stationary eigenfunction. Usually the non stationary eigenfunction can be obtained

by displacing and reshaping W,G)

( 4.30 )

0.1

( 4.31 )

o.2 o.3

v'^(r' ,t) = ¿(&)[Ã @) v-0)]- ç^(t)

E .aJ- 1

0.4 0.5 o.6 o.7

(4.32)
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in which

and R(x) means that changes the width of Voþ) , times. V,^(r, ,t) will move back

and forward through original function V^G).

When D@) = D(2.5pm) and ,R(x) = R(l), the relative position between

v'o|',0) and yo|).ç.(o) is shown in Fig.4.t5

D(â,)V^þ)=y^(r+&)

0.25

o.2

I
;

vj,o'Pm -o'15

1

t o.1

v'¡ 
, s'Pm 

-

0.05

-Æ -20 0 20 40 60 80 1oo

,j.',n t

Figure 4.15 The shape and position of yro (r,,0) = D(Z.5pm) [^<tl ¡zo (")]. øg (o)

relative ¡s Vo(",0).

Demonstrate the motion of y[|' ,0) with respect to time as the change of its probability

density with respect to time

Prob(r,t) = ry'o(r',0)-lV'r0',0)l' (4.34)

and the movement is shown in Figs.16 and 17

\i

(4.33 )

iì
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0.06

0.04

Prob (j,7.fs)-pm

Prob (j ,0.fs)'pm

,j.or- t

Figure 4. 16 The probabiliry of D(2.5 pmlfn1r¡,/' 
0Ø]. øs(t)

whenl=0andt=7fs.

10

Figure 4.17 The contour plot of the probability density of

np.s pm¡fn!) Vo(')].rs (r) in which rhe .x axis is f and the y axis is r" .

From the motion of the wave package with respect time shown in Fig.4.17 the

evolution time is estimated as

30
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It is seen that when & = 2.5pm, the movement of the wave packet is a periodical

motion without diffi¡sion.

However when & becomes larger, although the movement of the wave package

is periodical, it diffi¡ses with respect to time or position. For example, when

D@) = D(23Opm) and R(x) = R(1), the relative position between y,o(r,,0) and

WoG). A^þ) is shown in Fig.4. t8

t _evol(&)l*=rrr^ = It.Z. fs

0.25

o.2

1

"V¡,g'Pm 
-0'15

1

r O.t
v'¡,g'Pm-

o.05

0

( 4.3s )

,j'0.-t

Figue 4.18 The shape and position of

io?',0) = D(230pm) [n1r¡ po(')].øo(o) relative to vo(",o).

Demonstrate the motion of ty'o(t',0) with respect to time as the change of its probability

density distribution in Fig.4.19

too 150
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200

The above picture shows that the wave packet of y[(t',0) diffi.lses with respect to time.

However the movement ofthe wave packet or the change ofthe probability density

distribution with respect to time is still a periodical motion as shown inEig.4.20

,i.or t

Figure 4. le The probability of D (230 pml[n f r¡ r"0 (")] . 
ø s (t)

whenl=0andt=24fs.
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Figure 4.20 The contour plot of the probability density of

D(z3oprfilR!)Vo(')].ø6(r) inwhichrhe.x axisis I andthey axisis r.
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Therefore it is possible to get the evolution time ofthe wave packet movement

t _evol (&)l 
*=rro o^= 65. 00 .,fs

The change of t _evol(*) wittr & is shown inBig.4.2t

ao 8o

60

t-"uor (sr,).e- 
1 

ao

20

.11, o
0 50 f00 lso 200 250 3oO
0^-130o ri.p.

Figure 4.21 The evolution time change with respect to the position displacement.

From the evolution time of the motion, the motion frequency can be gotten as

(4.36)

a obd( &\= I
\ / 1.(6r) c.t _evol(6r)

since r¿i U',0) is the transformation of vo|)-qr(l) with the positional displacemenr

& andthe variation range of V[(t',0) is restricted in the potential well, the energy

corresponding to w'o?',0) can be roughly correlated to & and expressed as

ø,(*) = Eo +r((v,þ)lrlv,(r))* a)

(4.37 )

( 4.38 )
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2000

o obd /or.\.cm\r/

1000

Figure 4-22 TIte relationship between the dynamical quântum frequencies and totâl

energy put into the Morse potential system.

The evolution time of the above wave packet movement is dependent on the

position displacement & which determines the energy. It is known that the energy

n'(*) of Eq.(4.37) is different from the average energy E of ,y'(r')

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

e'l¡r.\.r¡- I\r/

if R(x) * R(l) inBq.(4.32). Precisely the evolution time of a wave packet movement

depends on the average energy E- defined in Eq.(a.39).

when wL?' ,o) = D(80 ' pm)'A(l) . vr?). po?),both ry'o(r') and ,yoQ) are

shown inFig.4.23

E = (y' (r',t)lÊl v, 0',t)) (4.3e)
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o.2s

o.2

1

\rj.pmto'1s

1

i o.t
v,'nm

0.05

Figure 4.23 The shape and position of

,/r'o(r',0) = n$0pÐln(t) øo U)1.ço(o) relative ¡s vo(",0).

E = (yr(r',t)lnlvt(r',ù) = o.46r5al (4.40)

The motion of the wave packet is shown inFig. 4.24

rj.p. -1
150 300

Figure 4-24 T"he contour plot of the probability density of

D(80 pùlRQ) VoØ). ,s(r) in which the x axis is / and the y axis is r .
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t_evol(&,r)l*=roo^.:r = 1g.30./s (4.41)

when v'o?' ,0) = D(42.2- pm).R(z). vo?) . çoQ),both y'o(r') and vr7)
are shown inFig.4.25

0.25

o.2

I
,..o.20.15'l'

1

i o.t
V'j'Pm

0.05

'j'Pt

Figure 4-25 The shape and position of

v' o(r',0) = D (42.2 pml[n1z¡ ws|)]. øs (o)

E = (lþ',t)lnlv?',t)) =o.rellc.l

.:'. I

The motion of the wave packet is shown inFig.4.26

relative ¡s V,(r,o).

(4.42)

Figure 4.26 The contour plot of the probability density of

D(+2.2 prfiln?) vl o(")] 
- ro (r) in which the r axis is / and the y axis is r" .
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when vL|' ,o) = D(752. pm).4(0.s) - vr|)- po(t) ,both ry'o(r') and v,G)

are shown inFig.4.27

t 
-evol 

(&, *)l 
*=or.r r^,=z = l3.lo. Ís

o.5

o.4

1

*,'0,nã o''

1

. ào.z
v j'Pm

0.1

-50 0 50 100 1so 2oo 250 3oO

,j.or t

Figure 4.27 The shape and position of

v'o(r' ,0) = DQSZpm) [n1o.s¡ y0ç)]. øs (o) relative ¡s v0(',0).

(4.43 )

E = (yr(r' ,t)lnlvr(r' ,t)) = 0.6e3ïctl (4.44)
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The motion ofthe wave packet is shown inFig.4.2B

Figure 4.28 The contour plot of the probability density of
nQszp@lnQ.s)Vo(")].ro(r) inwhictrthe.r axisis I andthey axisis i,.

t _evol(&,t)l*=rrro..,=0, = 36.65. Ís (4.45 )

It is clear that the evolution time of a wave packet movement only depends on the

average energy of its state.

We have obtained five different frequencies for a Morse potential system by five

different methods: the fast Fourier transform, the phase portrait, analytical quantum

calculation, numerical quantum calculation and dynamical quantum calculation; their

results are very close.

r02



3000

2500

ofr'cm-n

6 Deriod .cm 2ooo
n

c_analyn'cm'r*

o numrov .cm
-n

1000

o obd .cm
n

5ü)

Figure 4.29 The comparison of vibrational frequencies obtained by different methods.

Hence for Morse potential system, we can get the same dynamical properties by different

methods.

E.aJ'
n

t03



5. lnternal Rotation of the n-Butane Molecute

In a molecule there exists another important interaction, the rotational potential

resulting from interactions between nonbonded atoms, like the van der Waals interactior¡

and the hydrogen bond interaction. The rotational potential is different f¡om other bond

interactions in form, such as harmonic or Morse potential. Usually the former is weak

and the latter is strong; another properfy is that a rotational potential usually is

charactenzed by more than one potential minimum. For example, the rotation

interaction of the 1,4-methyl groups of the n-butane molecule is expressed as

in which

v(e) = n,fr+cos(:. e)l+h,[r + co(a)]

4 = 0.0139'aJ

hz = 0.0063'aJ

The shape of the rotational potential curve is shown in Fig. 5.1

0.03

V(e).aJ-1
o.o2

(s.l)

Figure 5.1 The rotational potenúal shape of the I,4-methyl groups of the t?-butane.
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It is seen that the barriers ofthe potential are not high and there are three minimum

potential points. It can be predicted that the molecule can easily overcome these barriers

and continuously rotate.

From Newtonian mechanics, the acceleration caused by the force exerted on this

system is

" = - ;*v Q) = - ;+ h, @) = - ;+ 
L*{r,f r + 

"os( 
: . á)l * n,lt +"",( B)l}

(s.2)

in which

þ= 15'amu

r" = 145.2' pm

From Eq.(2) we can get the angle and its corresponding momentum changes with respect

to time by a molecular dynamic simulation calculation. However, the molecular

dynamical properties depend not only on the total energy put into the system, but on

initial position. For example, we put 0.025 .aJ into the system and set up initial

conditions

The energy given to the system is contained in the initial conditions

1"
E = 1 u- r^' . v?,u +V (e,,u) = 0.025. al2'e

The simulation time anay t is defined as

t, = þ*¡

in which

0,n,, = 1.00, v init = 7 -61' l0t2' sec-t

¡-t^o-t^i,
Steps

i = 1,2,3,...,Steps

(s.3)

(s.4)

(s.5)

(s.6)
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From initial conditions, set initial X matrix column as

v{Ð -(em' I'/r - 
[.uru .sec/

and define the derivative column vector as

D(t,x)= [t' 
-l

Li+h"ol*.')
From Eqs (7) and (8) rrye can fill the X matrix with solutions by following equation.

in which nK(t, x, D,h) is Runge Kutta integrationro and is written as

K1 (t,X, D,h)=D(t,x)

rr2(t,X, D,h)=D(.,.j.^.i *r r*,^, o.nt)

ln n \K3(t,x, D,h)=D(t+i,x r-.¡a2tt,x, o,nt)

K4(t,X, D,h)=D(t +h,X + h.K3(t,X, D, h))

x'¡',=*'i - 1' +nx(i_.,,x'i - 1 t,o,n)

RK(t,X,D,h)=f,.t*tt,,*,o,n)+2.K2(t,x,D,h)r2.K3(t,X,D,h)+K4(t,X,D.h)) 
( 5.10 )

From Eq.( 9 ) the particle's position and momentum change with time

I = /. sec 0, = Xo,, v, = Xt,,. sec-t p¡ = /t.f".v¡ ( 5.l l )

In spite of the distribution and redistribution of separate kinetic and potential

energies, the sum of the two, the overall energy, turns out to be constant, i.e., the total

energy is a constant of the motion, E = T +V = O.oz|ctl as shown inìig. 5.2.

(s.7 )

(s.8)

(se)
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p.o3
V(t')'aJ '

-1
E..aJ

I

0.02

potential surface of the l,4-methyl groups of the n-butane when the initiat starting

point is in the middle well.

It is noticed as in Fig. 5.3 that the methyl group Cf1, oscillates back and forth in

a regular periodic fashion between minimum and maximum values--the turning points.

Figure 5.2 The position of total energy E = 0.025a1on the rotatonal

t',0¡
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6

5

4

0.t^

-.t

2

Figure 5.3 The periodic change of the angle with time in the left well of the rotational

potential surface of the l,4-methyl groups of the n-butane when E = 0.025a1.

From the angle change with time we can get its bond vibration frequency by the

fast Fourier transform;

_lo-Ln = ),_L*

o-L.n shown in Fig.5.4 is a function of the energy put into the system since r(l) is

dependent on system's total energy.

-1
t.'fs
I

= FFlr(t)|"=oo,r'l ( s.tz)
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Figure 5.4 The relationship between the fast Fourier t¡ansform vibrational frequencies

and total energy put into the left well of the rotational potential surface of the

I,4-methyl goups of the n-butane.

The phase portrait of the system is dependent both on that how much energy is

put into the system and its initial simulation calculation conditions. For initial conditions

(5.3) and total energy (5.4), the phase porrrair is as in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.5 The phase portrait of the relative methyl rotation in the left well

of the rotational potentiat surface of the I,4-methyl groups of the n-butane

when ,E = 0.025a1.

From the phase portrait we can get its period, the time taken to complete one cycle of

the phase portrait

Its corresponding frequency, the number of periods executed per second, is the

reciprocal of the period

v_L p"aoa = 
I

period-L ( 5'14 )

operiod-L=;;=þi- (s.ls)

The change of o p"aoa_t with respect to the energy put into the system is shown in

Fig. 5.6.

period_L = 518.08./s ( s.13 )
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Figure 5.6 The relationship between the phase portrait vibrational frequencies

and total energy put into the left well of the rotational potential surface of the

l,4-methyl groups of the n-butane.

Even we put the same energy into the system, the different initial positional

condition gives rise to different results. For example, set up initial conditions as

0,n, =3.50 vi,i, = 8.12.l0t2 .sec-l

I r ' --l ^ \E = : p'ri -v!,,, +V(îi,i,) = 0.025-aJ ( 5.16 )2'e

In



The particle oscillates in the middle well as shown in Fig. 5.7.

0.05

0.04

_ p.03
\¡ ( f ).aJ

,1
E..aJ

I

0.02

0.01

potential surface of the l,4-methyl groups of the n-butane when the initial starting

point is in the middle well.

The angle change with time is as in Fig. 5.8

Figure 5.7 The position of total energy E = O.025aI on the rotational

f ,0¡

Figure 5.8 The periodic change of the angle with time in the middle well

of the rotational potential surface of the I,4-methyl groups of the n-butane

when ,E = 0-025aJ.

tt2



From the angle change with respect to time v/e can get its bond vibration frequency by

the fast Fourier transform;

o-Mn=å;=rrtfrQ)1,=00,,.] (s.17)

o-M.n is a function of the energy put into the system too since r(t) is dependent on

system's total energy; its changes with the total energy is shown in Fig.5.9

o_u *(e_miaute.).cm

0 0.005 0.01 o.o15 o.o2 0.025 o.o3 0.035

E-middle..aJ- 
I

Figure 5.9 The relationship between the fast Fourier transform vibrational frequencies

and total energy put into the middle well of the rotational potential surface of the

I,4-methyl groups of the n-butane.

The phase portrait under conditions (5.16) is given in Figure 5.10
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Figure 5.10 The phase portrait of the relative methyl rotation in the middle well

of the rotational potential surface of the l,4-methyl groups of the n-butane

when.E = 0.025a1.

From the phase portrait we can get its period, the time taken to complete one

cycle ofthe phase portrait

period_M =576.74.fs ( 5.tB )

Its corresponding frequency, the number ofperiods executed per second, is the

reciprocal of the period

v-M p"aoa period-M ( 5'19 )

operiod-M = 
T"*r_t- 

= !tî- ( 5.20 )
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The change of ope,ioa_r,r with respect to the energy put into the system is shown in

Fig.5.l I

Figure 5.11 The relationship between the phase portrait vibrational frequencies

and total energy put into the middle well of the rotational potential surface of the

I,4-methyl groups of the n-butane.

If we put the same energy into the system and set up initial conditions as

0,n,, = 5.00 vi,¡, = 7 .20.10t2 'sec-l

1,E=:u'rl'v,2,,,+v(ei,n,)=0.025-al (5.21)
2'e

the particle oscillates in the left well as shown inFig. 5.T2.

0 0.00s 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 o.o3 0.035

E m.'aJ- 
I
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.0.0001 13556

Figure 5.12 The position of total energy E = O.OZSaI on the rotational

potential surface of tlre l,4-methyl groups of the n-butane when the initial starting

point is in the left well.

Under this initial conditions, we get its angle and momentum changes \¡/ith time

as in Fig. 5.13:

f 'oi

I

7

.6.2,

Figure 5.13 The periodic change of the angle with time in the right well

of the rotational potential surface of the l,4-methyl groups of the n-butane

when .E = 0.025aJ.
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From the angle change with time we can get its bond vibration frequency by fast Fourier

transform;

o_Rn =;^,

o-Rø is a function ofthe energy put into the system since r(l) is dependent on

system's total energy; however it is the same as o_Lø..

The phase portrait under conditions (5.21) is given in Figure 5.14

= rr\r(t)l

-1 -1 -p¡'amu 'Pm .Îs 0

0123456
oi

Figure 5.14 The phase portrait of the relative methyl rotation in the right well

of the rotational potential surface of the l,4-methyl groups of the n-butane

when E = 0.025a1.

From the phase portrait we can get its period, the time taken to complete one cycle of

the phase portrait

(s.22)

Its corresponding frequency, the number of periods executed per second, is the

reciprocal of the period

period_R = 518.08.F (s.23 )
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opertod-R=;^^=ryu

The a n"aoa_* is the same as o perioit_L

v-Ro"r;oa =
period_R

If more energy is put into the system, for example, the initial conditions are

changed to

0,nu = 3.50 v¡o¡, = 1.00' l0t3 .sec-'

t = Io.rj 
.r?,,, +v(0,,,,) = o.o339.aJ

Although the particle oscillates, its motion now does not depend on initial positional

conditions; we find that it only depends on the energy put into the system.

(s.24)

( s.2s )

.o.03
V(f )'aJ-l

_l
E..aJ '

I

0.02

( s.26 )

Figure 5.15 The position of total energy E = 0.0339a1 on the rotational

potential surface of the I,4-methyl groups of the n-butane.

t',e.
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The angle changes with time as shown in Fig. 5.16

o looo 2ooo 3ooo 4ooo 5ooo 6000 Tooo Booo gooo t.toa
-1

t..fs

Figure 5.16 The periodic change of the angle with time on the higher part

of the rotational potential surface of the l,4-methyl groups of the n-butane

when E = 0.0339al.

From the angle change with time we can get its bond vibration frequency by fast Fourier

transform;

o-upperfi is a function of the energy put into the system since r(r) depends on

system's total energy. However o_upperÍt is different from o_ L, and o_M-0,.

o-Ln and o-M, are single value functions of the energy put into the system, i.e., we

only can get one frequency of each o_L.', and ø_M, for every corresponding energy.

We can get two frequencies of o_upper, for its corresponding energy and define them

as o-upperH, and o_upperL, respectively; their changes with the energy are shown

in Fig.5.17

o_upperit =
)"_upper,

= Fr{r(t)|"=oorrn.] (s.27 )
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E uooer..aJ-1

Figure 5.17 The relationship between the fast Fourier transform vibrational

frequencies and total energy put on the higher part ofthe rotational potential surface

of the 1,4-methyl groups of the n-butane.

The phase portrait under conditions (5.26) is shown in Fig.5.18
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Figure 5. l8 The phase portrait of the relative methyl rotation on the higher part

of the rotational potential surface of the l,4-methyl groups of the n-butane

when E = 0.0339aJ.
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From the phase portrait \Ã/e can get its period, the time taken to complete one

cycle of the phase portrait

Its corresponding frequency, the number ofperiods executed per second, is the

reciprocal of the period

I
v-uPPer'"'i'o = 

F,"riod-uppu 
(5'29 )

operiod-upper - 
vPeriod-uPPer 

( 5.30 )
X p"aod-rpp", C

The change of op"aoa_,pp,, with respect to time is shown in Fig. 5.19

period _upper = 1857.3 - Ís

o period-upper (e-unær')'"'

0.03 0.035 0.04 0.(X5 0.05 0.055

F-uPPer 
"aJ- 

1

Figure 5.19 The relationship between the phase portrait vibrational

frequencies and total enerry put on the higher part ofthe rotational potential

surface of the l,4-methyl groups of the n-butane.

For the rotational potential, the Hamiltonian is written as

tf d2--:= v{,,) *V(x) Áx) = E¡s' v'(,x) ( s.31 )2p dx'

The variable r is the position parameter describing the change of the position; for

convenience, r is replaced by an angular variable I defined by

( s.28 )

12t



and Eq.(5.31) changes as follows

h2ld2
- ,-ib v'{,e) *r¡(e) v4e) = z' v4e)

in which V(0) is Eq.(s.l).

x=r".0

l^ #.n ft+rt'@fvr=eu.v

in which

standardize Eq.(5.33) according to the renormalized Numerov methode

A=l

B=0

v'(0) = -(*;)-' .tr, . cos(3 . 0) + h,. cos( á)l

-- 1312.0. cos(3 . á) + 590. 0. cos( á)

"r=-(+å) (n-h,-h,)

( s.32)

Solving Eq.(5.3a) with a Numerov program, we obtain eigenvalues eig andtheír

corresponding eigenfunctions. From eig we can get ,E; hence the absorption or

emission frequency can be calculated from E.

( s.33 )

F _F
o numrov = 

un+l Dn 
n = 0,1,2,.....

h-c

The energy corresponding to every frequency can be set up as

Ë _î
En = E,+:* n=0,1,2,.....

2

( s.34 )

( s.3s )

(s36)

(s.37 )
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The change of frequency with respect to energy put into the system is shown in Fig.5.20.
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E H..aL-1.E L..aJ-1
J

Figure 5.20 The relationship between the quantum numerical calculated

frequencies and total energy put on the system of the rotational potential

surface of the l,4-methyl groups of the n-butane.

Putting all these results together, the frequencies change with time as follows:

o-L fü n'cm+
6 period_L n'"t
-x-
o M a 'cm- rr n+
o period-M n'ctl1
-{3-

ouPPerH fr n.cm
-x-
oupæIl m n.cm

o period_upper
+
oH_nunerov

€-
oL_nunerov

n

.cmn20
.cm

n

Figure 5.21. The comparison of the frequencies calculated by different methods.
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It is recognized that vibrational spectroscopy has played a very important role in

the development of potential functions and the studies of molecular mechanics. As seen,

the classical and quantum mechanical methods have been used for calculating the

vibrational frequencies of various potential molecular systems. The comparisons

between molecular dynamics simulations and quantum mechanical calculation results

have proved that the molecular dynamics simulations give results as precise as quantum

mechanical calculations do. It is noticed that once a molecular dynamics simulation has

generated a phase space portrait, the portrait serves as the raw materials for obtaining

the time average of properties and dynamical pictures of molecular motion. It is

reasonable to deduce that the molecular dynamics simulation, and the approach to the

evolution of vibrational spectra as shown above, detailed dynamical information of
macromolecular systems can be obtained.

6. Conclusion
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